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PUBLISHED BY THE CRAFTSMAN PUBLISHING CO. 
1 VOLUME XX AUGUST, 1911 NUMBER 5 

THE HONORABLE INSTITUTION OF VACA- 
TION: BY WALTER A. DYER 

AK 3 HETHER we believe it or not, we are fall polytheists, 
¢¥i@| every one of us, Jew, Gentile and agnostic. We 

Yi | believe in many gods of good and evil. A god is a 
ad Ades) potent force outside of ourselves that is powerful to 
y-W We) influence our actions, that may cause us to be happy or 

SA in spite of ourselves, that makes us ra a we 
are. ese gods have absolute control over us, and we 

can only pray to them blindly and hope for the best. ‘The name of 
one of the greatest of these gods is Institution. Likewise, his name 
is legion. ft is extraordinary how abjectly men worship organized 
institutions. It is idolatry, too, for we make our own institutions 
and then worship them. We are no better than the heathen in his 
blindness, bowing down to wood and stone. He is merely worship- 
ing a priest-made institution. 

Monarchy, of course, is the most eminent of wershipful institu- 
tions. Monarchy admits that it is of divine origin. But democracy 
is a divine institution, too, and the way some of us are worshiping 
at its shrine is almost making a mess of things. 

Business is an institution. For it we forsake wife and kindred, 
eat and drink when we are not hungry or thirsty, truckle to boors, 
go to town and return on schedule, observe rules and ritual that make 
Moses look like a mere novice, and eventually work ourselves to 
death. We don’t know why we do this; we don’t even question 
the reasonableness of it. We have put our faith in the institution 
and our fate is in its keeping. 

Fashion is an institution. If fashion decrees a hobble skirt, the 
wearer of a gown full at the hips and much bedraped is a sinner at 
whom all women point the blighting finger of Corse while 
the man who is so depraved as to wear side whiskers in these days 
justifies our deepest suspicions. He is an anarchist at the very least. 

And so I might go on ad infinitum to enumerate the various 
gods of Institution. But to show how they spring up full-armed in 
a peas night and find us on our knees, let me illustrate. You and 
I find the winter evenings a little dull in our town, so we decide to 
organize a bridge club. Our sole object, mind you, is enjoyment. 
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THE HONORABLE INSTITUTION OF VACATION 

In about two weeks this card club has become an institution. We 
spend unwarranted sums of money for prizes, because that is one 
of the forms of tribute demanded by this god. It rains the third 
Thursday, and we have neuralgia, but out we must go because the 
institution demands it. Some of our neighbors take the game with 
monstrous seriousness, and criticize friendly conversation and care- 
less play; so we bend our minds to the task and struggle to learn 

. the Ane points of the game. What was pleasure has become labor, 
but it is too late to turn back now. The institution has become 
established; the god has been enthroned. The winter wears on, 
and we groan sinter the burden of the weekly sacrifice, but we dare 
not offend the god. Don’t ask me why; it is human nature. Inde- 
oe is the Satan which Institution has cast out of his high 
eaven. He may revolt, but only as a fallen angel. 

OW you will know what I mean when I say that vacation is 
N an institution. Once a year you gird up your loins and ae 

forth to the place of worship. The temples are set in the hig 
mountains and beside the sea. The priesthood is in full regalia and 
waiting to receive you. You arrive, and after enrolling among the 
initiated you are shown to your room by a youthful extortioner in a 
blue coat and brass buttons. Then you unquestioningly proceed to 
dress for dinner. That is part of the ritual. I have sometimes won- 
dered what would happen to a man who ventured to invade the 
dining room of a summer hotel in a perfectly chaste and respectable 
suit of modest blue pajamas, but I Jrall never know. 

When the ceremony of dinner is over, you saunter out upon the 
piazza, and you say to your wife: “Now, Mildred, let’s try to get 
acquainted. You remember what a dopey time we had last year 
because we didn’t get in with people. We mooned around by our- 
selves altogether too much. We’ve got to butt right in at the start. 
It’s the only way.” 

Mildred acquiesces. The necessity of getting acquainted with 
a lot of “bromides” is perfectly obvious to you both. Otherwise 
you are not doing full penance, and you may offend the deity. So 
you assume a “Cee, isn’t this great!” air and flop down in a couple 
of chairs next to a short, bald-headed man in a stiff white linen 
vest, and a woman with a black lace shawl and an investigating 
face. He glances up as you:seat yourself, and you nod pleasantly. 
The woman looks at Mildred’s clothes. 

You get a grip on yourself and remark to the man in a vivacious 
manner: 

“This is certainly some evening.” 
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THE HONORABLE INSTITUTION OF VACATION 

‘All of that,” says he. 
You give him a cigar. 
“Some different from the city,” you remark. 
“Hot there today ?” he inquires. 
“T should say yes,” you reply. “The whole town was one great 

steam-heated flat.” 
The woman leans forward and cackles appreciatively. 
Mildred takes a brace. ‘‘How long have you been here?” she 

asks. 
“Two weeks tomorrow,” says the woman. ‘And such a time 

as we had getting here! You've no idea! Johnny hadn’t been very 
well. You must see Johnny. Nurse is putting him to bed now. 
We intended to motor up all the way, but—” 

“You’re a New Yorker, I take it,” says the man, while Mildred 
goes over to the other side of the woman and listens with sparkling 
eyes to her spirited narrative. 

Then the promenaders who circle the porches by the hour hear 
something like this: 

You: “‘Yes, I’m in leather goods.” 
The Man: “That so? Know Ed. Street of Street & Hyphen?” 
You: “Sure thing. Know him well. Friend of yours ?” 
Mildred: ‘East Drange I know a few people out there. Per- 

haps cs know the Blakeslees.”’ 
The Woman: “‘Slightly. I’m not very well acquainted on that 

side of town.” 
The Man: “Yes, business has been rather dull in our line. Not 

much doing.” 
The Woman: “Yes, one has to be very careful whom one takes 

up.” 
The Man: “Well, it’s a long lane that has no turning.” 
The Woman: “Yes, I suppose it’s so everywhere. They prefer 

to stay in the city. We pay ours twenty-two dollars.” 
The Man: “Yes, the fishing’s ee good, I’m told, but I don’t 

care much for it. Wait all day and then get a mosquito bite.” 
You: “Ha, ha!” 
The Woman: “You don’t mean to tell me that Nancy Briggs is 

your cousin! Why, she’s our secretary.” 
The Man: “No, I’m not much of a smoker. I can’t enjoy a 

pipe on account of a weak stomach. I like a good cigar after dinner 
occasionally, but that’s about all.” 

The Woman: “Well, well, this is a small world, after all, isn’t 
it, Mrs.—er—.” 

Repeat the dose two or three times daily until cured. 
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THE HONORABLE INSTITUTION OF VACATION 

LITTLE tennis in the cool of the day, a walk with a jolly 
party up to the look-out, a straw ride with a jolly party when 
the moon is full, and a little bowling in the casino may be 

indulged in by the more venturesome. For ihe others, it’s the motor- 
boat, and the piazza, and the walk to the village, but mostly the 
piazza. Oh, and the progressive euchre on Saturday evening man- 
aged by the energetic school teacher from New Haven who is always 
getting up dom aihing. 

About the only vacation a man ever takes when he doesn’t have 
to observe these conventions and meet people is his honeymoon, and 
even that is usually an institution that demands Niagara Falls, Wash- 

ington, and Old Point Comfort. 
Now I don’t mean to poke fun at anyone who really enjoys 

these things. Some one must, or the institution wouldn’t ie got 
such a start. There are people still who enjoy bridge. But if you 
don’t enjoy it, why do you do it? Answer me that! 

I know there are plenty of people who don’t believe in vaca- 
tions at all, but they are another sort. They are so busy von. 
Business that they have never had time to bow the knee to Vaca- 
tion. They never take a vacation themselves and never want any- 
one else to. They look upon the institution as an economic loss. 
They are perpetual-motion machines. They are case-hardened. 
They are worse than the conventional vacationists, for I am bound 
to say half a loaf is better than no vacation. 

Let’s get down to first principles. Before the vacation became 
an institution, what was it? It was merely the fourteen days in 
the wilderness (it ought to be forty) which every tired brain needs 
every year. It was the change and rest that the doctors prescribe. 
It was simply a physiological necessity, like water and air. 

The average child goes to school five hours a day for less than 
two hundred days in the year, and even that sometimes proves to 
be too much. The rest of the time he is playing, or ol to be, 
for the most part out of doors. A good deal of the time he isn’t 

playing anything in particular; he is just playing. The water has 
een turned away from the mill-wheel of his brain and is just run- 

ning merrily along down stream. His imagination is active. His 
muscles are in motion without being urged. He has no duties or 
responsibilities. He is not sitting in a chair, that destroyer of good 
digestion. In short, the playing child is leading the life of the nat- 
ural animal, and the more he plays, the better off he is. 

Now you needn’t tell me that because a man is forty his physical 
and mental requirements are much different. If they are, it’s all 
wrong. It’s merely because we’ve made an institution of middle 
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THE HONORABLE INSTITUTION OF VACATION 

age. We have discovered that the adult must work to live, and so 
we have organized and institutionalized work and worship it. Work, 
we say, isa virtue. Laborare est orare. Just because some work must 
be done, we have reasoned that the more work we do the more vir- 
tuous we are. And from what a little beginning the institution has 
grown! Why, work was a punishment meted out to Adam, and the 
more we can shake it off, ihe more like angels we are. 

I don’t mean to praise laziness. My, no! The child isn’t lazy. 
I’m talking about playing. I simply want to get back a little child- 
hood, ead want other children of my own age to play with. When I 
was a child I had a heap more fun than I have now. I wasn’t in school 
half so long at a time. I could make believe then. I could lie in a 
hammock and look up at the sky in a perfect orgy of imaginative 
revels. I could run and not be weary, t culd work and not faint. 
I could laugh on slight provocation, or rather I found it difficult to 
restrain laughter. I pall dance, I could sing, I could turn a hand- 
spring. I could eat cherries and milk and then go in swimming, 
and never feel it a mite. Play! That was the ruling motive of 
existence, and we middle-aged kill-joys have crowded it out of life. 

Now, then, we get our two or three weeks. Someone started 
that who wanted to play; we ought to be thankful for that. But 
what do we do? Play? Some cf us do, more of us think we do, 
but the majority don’t even make a pretense of it. We merely go 
and live at a resort, and worship an institution. 

HAVE established the Free and Independent Order of Dissen- 
ters against Vacation. It has only two members at present, but 
the initiation fee is small. We are heretics. We soe at the rites 

of the Established Vacation. When we go to a hotel we are at once 
punished by unpopularity, but we bear it with fortitude for the 
sake of our cause. True, we dress decently for meals, but between 
meals we wear our play clothes. We put on rubber coats and sou’- 
westers and go out in the rain. We put on canvas shoes, walk 
twenty miles, and come in late to supper. We throw stones to make 
them skip along the surface of the lake, and we laugh right out loud 
in'the midst of the primeval forest. Oh, how we offend the devotees! 
f° Then when we go back and na our necks in the yoke again, we 
wink to each other and say, “We have played!” 

There are many ways in which it would be better for men and 
women if they could shake off sophistication and conventionality 
and institutions and be more like children. Children love more 
freely, they are less critical, they are more interesting than their 
elders, and find more things in the world to make life worth living. 
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They are more simple and more innocent. Their pleasures come 
easily and satisfy. They are more buoyant in spirit; they take the 
fresh, rosy view of life. 

I suppose we can’t hope to get it all back again—the child spirit. 

But I am totally convinced that we can hold fast to much of it. 

“But, we have been disillusioned now,” you say. “We know 
there are no fairies.” 

No, you have not been disillusioned, my friend. You have 

merely substituted one illusion for another. Life is full of illusions. 

It may be a great illusion itself, for all you know. Your idea of 

your own importance is an illusion. Your idea of the importance 

of your work is another. Your Monday morning blues are as much 

the result of illusions as was your Saturday morning ecstacy some 

thirty years ago. And if that is so, why do you persist in clinging 

to or manufacturing painful and wearisome illusions? Your child- 
hood illusions were better. 

Moreover, I am convinced that we can get them back and keep 

them, these childish interests, if we try persistently enough—as per- 

sistently, for example, as we struggle for wealth. I am convinced 

that whatever faith may be able to accomplish with regard to mov- 

ing mountains, the human will can work wonders inside its own 

cranium. Get off the piazza and try it, just this once. 

The play-spirit is what we highly civilized Americans seem to 

have lost in large measure, and it is the play-spirit that we've got 

to get back if we are to remain a virile people. If we had more 

play, we foolish middle-aged children, we would have less dyspep- 

_ sia, and less neurasthenia, and less melancholia, and less of other 

ills too numerous to mention. Go ask your doctor, if you don’t 

believe me; and then go to your dictionary and see what play means. 

I hope I haven’t said too much. I should hate to establish a 

cult of play, and see men make an institution of that! There would 

then be nothing really human left in the world except war. 

PROGRESS 

O HERO souls, who lead the way, 

We stand where you stood yesterday; 

If you should halt—if you abide 
A little, where the ways go wide, 

To-morrow we can come abreast— 
But speed you onward, without rest ! 

Marquerite Oepen BieELow. 
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A FRESH NOTE IN GERMAN ART: AWAY 
FROM THE SECESSION ECCENTRICITIES 

HE most flamboyant manifestation of weakness in art 
——, is eccentricity, for growth can no more express itself 

> Hough decadent symbols than life through deform- 
/ ity. ‘That progress can only “line up” with growth 

( 4 sounds obvious, and yet we have the spectacle before 
: us today of a “civilized” nation boasting an “art” 

which rests solely on the wavering foundation of de- 
eneracy. Germany’s Secession Art has inion the force ofa swift 

pinees growth, and this has overspread the various art conditions of 
the nation, flinging out a pallid, grotesque flowering that has caught 
the worn-out fancy of a nation weary with endless fruitless argu- 
ments on ethics, religion and beauty. 

Perhaps this horrifying spectacle of a nauseous “art” is merely 
the reaction of senses taut from the straining out to clutch the tower- 
ing beauty of Wagner’s reach to heaven. Who knows but what the 
falling back from the infinite may have brought about this very 
craving for rest in unreality. Or it may be a purely physical matter 
that the overwrought nerves which have followed Beauty vanishing 
in the mountain tops have found no immediate adjustment to the 
more simple realities of life, and eccentricity has been the result. 
Perhaps so great an intimacy with the last reaches of Truth is not 
meant for finite reasoning. It is indeed hard to say what could have 
successfully led a nation out to the supreme heights of Wagner’s 
resplendent beauty, and then lowered it to the infinite depths of 
which the Secession painter and architect are capable in ‘their most 
revolting expression. 
We Ave learned through science how so much of what seems 

conscious motion is simply retro-active, the result of too swift accom- 
plishment, so it isno more than fair to allow Germany the benefit 
of the doubt, and to credit her with no actual purpose in her mon- 
strous buildings, her demoralizing gardens, her paintings and poems 
that writhe into existence. It is kinder to imagine all these things 
merely a throwback from the great sweeping force of Wagner, Heine, 
Nietzsche, Strauss. And accepting this theory we are rested in the 
belief that in time this ghostly force will droop, leaving only a scar 
where for the moment it touched and vitiated living things. 

Already there is a budding of new life,—not, alas, as yet in archi- 
tecture, which would count most in the resurrection of art in Ger- 
many, but here and there among the painters we find an awakening 
to the right inspiration from nature. In Tur Crarrsman for June 
we presented the work of a modern Hessian painter of peasant life, 
Richard Hoelscher of Darmstadt, whose simple people are not only 
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A FRESH NOTE IN GERMAN ART 

really alive but instinct with racial characteristics and a revelation 
of all their immediate environment. 

One marvels not a little at the courage and purpose of these men 
who are beginning to push aside the rank fungus that has so widely 
hidden the growth of beauty, making space for their own ideals 
regardless of criticism or jeers. Just ‘how does it come about that 
Hoelscher of Darmstadt and Heinrich von Ziigel should see life 
clearly and freshly, undaunted by the temporary success of such 
men as Fritz von Stuck, such a waste of unreality and degradation 
as the art exhibitions for years past have shown, a and re- 
warded. What force has touched the souls of these men, leaving 
them unmarred, young, fragrant? Is it that we have again come 
to the time of scaling the heights of beauty, and that these men are 
born with a living quality of that knowledge in their hearts ? 

T IS extremely important for all real lovers of art to realize that 
I the Winter’s Secession Exhibition was actually dominated this 

past season by the rare work of Heinrich von Ziigel, a painter 
of country life, mainly of animals. His scenes are simple in the 
extreme. There is no over-picturesqueness of rural conditions. His 
interest is in the beauty that really exists in the animal life, without 
the touch of modern philosophy, to which animals have been ex- 
posed so much recently. It was not the intention of the exhibition 
that von Ziigel should dominate. There is not any purpose in Ger- 
many among exhibitors or dealers or managers of exhibitions of 
liberating the real spirit of art. Secession art is melodramatic and 

as curiosity. It brings ary to exhibitions. It brings reviews. 
t is essentially popular. All of these qualities are lacking in the 
work of von Ziigel. And so it was extraordinary that it should be 
accepted not only by the exhibitors but by the critics as worth while, 
as more significant than the strange distortions which surrounded it. 

Von Ziigel is not a new-comer to the art world. Different 
oe of his have been seen from time to time in Germany and 

aris and even in New York. But the bringing together of a col- 
lection of his work, new and old, produced an impression of a new 
step taken in art. His paintings as a whole gave a sense of freedom, 
of reality, of truth, of vitality that had not before been seen in the 
Winter Secession. It was inescapable. You felt in this man’s work 
a love of life, of the big realities of life, a fine friendliness toward all 
living things, yet absolutely no sentimentality. It does not matter 
whither von Ziigel paints animals as a part of a rural landscape or 
for the sheer love of presenting the mystery, interest and beauty of 
animal life, you feel his artistic understanding of all the elements of 
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, A FRESH NOTE IN GERMAN ART 

his picture, his appreciation of color, of natural motion. He paints 
his sheep and his cows at just the right moment of their most inter- 
esting relationship to their environment. You see them as inevita- 
ble, both as a figure in a landscape and as color on the artist’s palette. 
All through his work von Ziigel gives the poetry of natural things. 
The enfolding tenderness of nature at peace seems to dominate fis 
art. He is not presenting to you serial farmyard scenes but rather 
the psychology of the domestic animal in right surroundings, and 
you feel that from his point of view these creatures are contributing 
so much more than mere utility to rural life. Can one picture the 
downs of Devon without the cattle at rest on the green slopes, the 
Scotch Highlands without the knowing, canny Met eeiae the 
low hills of Bratiog without the sheep grazing conscientiously for man’s 
future nourishment? It is so that von Ziigel sees and paints his 
friends of the hillsides and meadowlands. ‘To him they have be- 
come a part of our kind of civilization. We have made gentle the 
roving beast, for their good as well as our own. 

In the early days his studies of animals were more isolated and 
detached. Each animal stood apart having a sufficient interest for 
the moment. But as he progressed in his art and developed himself 
it was inevitable that he should be more interested in conditions 
which molded life than in some individual phase of a condition. It 
was the animal living with man, related to human life, that more and 
more stirred his imagination. And later, we find his paintings are 
of rural scenes with animals, men and boys working together, show- 
ing cheerful, contented relationship. A sense of mutual understand- 
ing and good-will radiates from these canvases. In none that I can 
recall is there pictured misunderstanding or confusion. There are 
no animals being disciplined by man, the “cruel master,” and none 
showing to man the evil traits with which we often endow the help- 
less animals. Von Ziigel does not see, or does not choose to pre- 
sent the conflict between man and beast. Instead, his paintings are 
full of mutual service, of gentle dominance and friendly response. 
There are no whips and ponte in the hands of the men whom he 
puts in his pictures, and the eyes of the animals look out with trust 
and contentment. Not knowing, one wonders, does he do these 
wise, significant things with a purpose, or with the unconscious 
directness of the artist seeing only verities? Has he the vision that 
enables him to understand an ideal relationship between the differ- 
ent kingdoms of the world? Or is it ay that the man paints 
what is most beautiful to him, culling for his art the gentler, finer 
manifestations of the life he is familiar with ? 
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WHITE LILACS: A STORY: BY LUCRETIA D, 
CLAPP 

HERE was a lilac bush down beside the front gate. 
[—— All through the days of early spring it was ike a 

Dy >. white, perfumed cloud. There were other flowers in 

I oo the yard; little round beds of pansies, tall bushes of 
( 44 flowering currant, rose bushes whose tiny green leaves 

i hinted of blooms to come, and spreading masses of 
lilies-of-the-valley. 

Old Mrs. Lane loved best to watch the white lilac, sitting with 

her sewing or knitting beside the a window. She lived alone 
in the little house to which her husband had brought her as a bride. 
All her married life had been spent in it. The walls had echoed to 

the laughter of children, then given back the silence of three little 
raves in the burial-ground behind the hill. Her daughter Lucy 

had been the last one to go, but she had left the old place for a home 
of her own, and the white lilac had been in full loonie when she 

walked down the path to the front gate, and drove away. 

The house was a little, low story and a half structure, painted 

white and set far back in its yard. There were no other houses 
within half a mile, and the narrow country road running past it on 

the north, wound like a tawny ribbon, now in the shade of over- 
arching trees, then again emerging into the open sunlight. The 
fields waved away on either side, girded by low lines of distant 

een-crowned hills. At the rear of the house was a patch of gar- 
ae to the left a well with its old-fashioned sweep, and over the 

back porch ran the blue, white and crimson screen of the ivy-leaved 

morning-glory. 
Every afternoon after her simple housekeeping duties were over, 

old Mrs. Lane would sit down in her rocking-chair beside the par- 
lor window. The rocking-chair had a high back and a cushion of 
gay colored chintz, and as she knitted or sewed, she rocked gently 

back and forth. In her neat, freshly starched dress pinned at the 
throat with an old-fashioned hair brooch, and with a bit of fine lace 

on her white hair, she seemed surrounded by an atmosphere of con- 

tent, of orderliness and calm. Her sweet old face still retained some- 

thing of the beauty of youth, a beauty that had mellowed into the 

delicate tints of old ivory. Her eyes had the softened dimness of 

one who has left the past far behind, yet can still summon it back 

at will across the threshold of the present. 
The early spring afternoon went by on soft footsteps. The air 

was vibrant with the promise of coming summer, the scent of moist 

brown earth, the freshness of green, growing things. Birds darted 
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WHITE LILACS 

by, busy at their ee the far line of hills shone clear and dis- 
tinct in the mirrored light. 

Mrs. Lane knitted on, her long, steel needles clicking in the still- 
ness. At ee five she rolled up the stocking, stuck her needles 
through it and put it away. Then she went out into the kitchen, 
made the fire and filled the teakettle. In its shining copper surface 
she could see the reflection of her own face. From an oak dresser 
that stood in one corner she took down a cup and saucer and plate 
of a quaint blue pattern. She held the cup to the light and it was 
as transparent as an egg-shell. Then she cut some thin slices of 
bread, brought out quince preserve and spice cake, and a little pat 
of butter, then when the teakettle sent forth a cloudy steam, she 
made the tea and sat down to the table. She ate slowly, sipping 
her tea and breaking off small pieces of the rich cake. When she 
had finished she washed the itide dishes carefully and set them 
away. A few flaky ashes had dropped onto the hearth and these 
she brushed underneath the grate. She moved the teakettle back, 
straightened the table-cloth, and then went back to her rocking- 
chair beside the parlor window. 

Presently she rose and went out of doors, down the path to the 
front gate. She rested her arms upon it and stood there in the soft 
spring dusk. The hills rose faintly in the afterglow like hills of 
ean Fireflies lit the fields like wavering Toile danen Alon; 

the road the shadows lengthened and grew darker. In the dusk of 
night the lilac bush was Tike a white abut, breathing forth a fra- 
grance of old days, old loves, old joys. For a long time Mrs. Lane 
stood there in the twilight, then she turned and went slowly back 
into the house. 

HE next morning at work in the ota she heard the sound 
| of wheels coming along the road. They re at the gate, and 

hastily wiping her earth-stained hands on her apron he came 
around the corner of the house just as her daughter Lucy climbed 
down from the step. Lucy lived not far away and she drove over every 
now and then to see her mother. She reached back into the buggy, 
pulled out the pee and tied the horse to the post with 
quick jerks of the strap. Then she opened the gate and came up 
the path. The old woman hurried to meet her. 

“T’m real glad to see you, Lucy, even though I wa’nt expectin’ 
you. Come right in an’ lay off your oil 

She videhiod back her sunbonnet as she spoke and the younger 
woman stooped and kissed her. 

“Well I didn’t hav’ anythin’ very pressin’ just now, an’ the 
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WHITE LILACS 

weather so_nice an’ all, I thought I better come whilst I had the 
chance.” 

She followed her mother around the house to the back door. 
She was a large woman and she walked heavily. A little out-reach- 
ing spray of morning-glory touched her shoulder as she passed be- 
neath the porch, and she brushed it aside impatiently. In the kitchen 
she sat down in the rocking-chair and began to untie the strings of 
her bonnet. Mrs. Lane stood watching her, rolling her han in 
her apron. 

«dokes alive, ma, what’s all thet on your apron?” 
“?°Tain’t nothin’, Tneys only a little fresh dirt. I’ve been work- 

in’ a little out in the garden.” 
“IT don’t see no need o’ your workin’ out in the yard same’s a 

man.” Lucy rocked back and forth, fanning her red face with her 
handkerchief. ‘‘An old woman like you, diggin’ an’ grubbin’. I’ve 
no patience with it.” 

“T wan’t doin’ very much, Lucy, just kind o’ loosenin’ the earth 
a little. Beans an’ peas an’ radishes an’ all them little green, grow- 
in’ things, need tendin’ same’s children. I’m goin’ to hev a real 
nice garden.” 

Lucy did not reply directly. 
“JT met old man Haynes,” she said, “as I was comin’ along an’ 

he stopped an’ asked how you was. Said he hadn’t seen you in a 
long time. I don’t see how you ever stand it here, not seein’ folks 
from one week’s end to the other.” 

“Old folks ain’t like young folks, Lucy. Their thoughts is 
comp’ny enough.” 

Lucy brushed a speck of dust from the skirt of her dress, then 
she got up and took her bonnet and wares into the little bedroom off 
the kitchen. She paused a moment before the dresser and smoothed 
back her hair. She had large, heavy features, with decision molded in 
every line. Her light blue eyes were eb unwavering. The 
very swing of her shoulders as she walked bespoke conviction— 
leadership. 

“You'd best let me get the dinner, ma, while you rest,” she was 
saying as she came out of the bedroom. “I know where to find 
everything. You set still now an’ let me do it.” 
Mrs. oo protested a little but the other moved about with un- 

compromising assurance from table to cupboard, from cupboard to 
stove, with a great deal of rattling of dishes and pans. They ate for 
a few minutes in silence, then Lucy spoke. 

“‘Seem’s like it’s awful quiet ’round here, ma. Don’t you never 
notice it, stayin’ here alone all day? It’s a sight lonesomer than 
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over to our place. I was tellin’ Sam last night, an’ he said ’twan’t 
no way for wimmen folks to live alone.” 

“°Tain’t lonesome to me, Lucy. It’s diff’runt with you. You’ve 
got Sam an’ the children, an’ Sam’s home ’s your home now.” 

She paused a moment. 
“T’ve allays plenty to do, an’ then—an’ then besides there’s most 

allays somebody here.” : 
“Somebody here!” Lucy looked up in surprise. ‘What do 

you mean, ma?” 
The older woman’s cheeks flushed faintly. 
“Tt’s just this way. I never go ’bout my work here in the kitchen, 

Lucy, that I don’t see your father settin’ in his old chair there by 
the window. Whenever I go in the bedroom I hear the little help- 
less cry I heard early the mornin’ you was born. I never sit in the 
parlor of an afternoon an’ see the sunshine playin’ over the walls, 
that I don’t seem to see some little outstretched hands tryin’ to 
catch the brightness. An’ after supper, down by the gate, with the 
hills an’ the fields an’ the long ee an’ the smell o’ the lilacs, we 
stand there, your father an’ me, just like the first evenin’ I come 
here a bride.” 

She looked at her daughter with a something in her eyes that 
was almost an appeal. Lucy set down her coffee cup. 

“Well, ef you don’t beat all!” 
She pushed back her chair with a grating sound. 
“a don't wonder you've got such notions, livin’ here alone day 

in an’ day out. I never heard o’ such a thing.” 
She did not look at her mother as she poured some hot water 

into the pan and began to wash the dishes vigorously. Mrs. Lane 
wiped each one ontetully and put it away. A little later in the soft 
spring afternoon, they sat down with their work in the ay The 
room was sweet with the fragrance of the lilacs. Lucy began stitch- 
ing the wristband of a little shirt. Once she paused and Tooked out 
of the window. 

“That white lilac ’s kind o’ sickinin’ sweet, ain’t it? But it’s 
ney with all them white blooms.” 

er mother looked at her. 
“Tt looked just thet way the day you was married, Lucy, do 

you remember?” 
“Why, yes, so it did. It was just this kind o’ a day,’too, mos’ 

twelve years ago.” 
She took up her work, and they sewed on in silence while the 

sunlight grew softer and the shadows ae and more pointed. At 
half-past five Mrs. Lane went out into the kitchen. 
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“T’ll set out the supper,” she said with a timid eagerness as the 
other followed her. She laid the white cloth carefully. 

“Don’t you find white ones make a sight o’ washin’ ?”” 
Lucy was watching her from her a beside the window. 
“T ain’t so very hard on ’em,” the old woman answered as she 

crossed the room to the oak dresser. She took down two plates and 

two cups and saucers and put them on the table. 
Lucy drew her chair to the table. The late afternoon light com- 

ing in at the window lay in broken bars across the floor. ‘The morn- 

ing-glories over the back porch hung closed and drooping. The air 
held a strange restlessness; the buzz and hum of hurryin, wings 

that precedes the hush of night. Mrs. Lane reached over cil helped 
herself to a piece of the spice cake. 

“Sakes ive, ma, I shouldn’t think you’d hev any stomach left, 

eatin’ such rich stuff ’s thet!” 
“I never touch but one piece, Lucy. I don’t think it hurts me 

a mite.” 
Early the next morning Lucy started on her homeward drive. 

Her mother standing at the gate watched her as she turned out the 

buggy. She came back a moment and stooping kissed the gentle old 
face. 

“Good-bye, ma,” she said. ‘‘Now don’t you go to workin’ too 
hard. Sam ‘an’ I want you should come over an’ make us a visit 
*fore long.” 

The old woman watched until the turn in the dusty road hid 
horse and buggy, then she went back into the house. As she went 

about her Bae ake was conscious of a feeling of elation, a sort of 

freedom of joy. Though she would scarcely admit it to herself she 
was glad to be alone once more; glad of the smell of the fresh earth 
and the stains on her hands as she loosened the ground in the little 
patch of garden; glad of the long, still afternoon and of her supper 
of tea and spice-cake; of the lilac-scented dusk, and the happy 

quiet of her own thoughts. 
“It’s just Lucy’s way,” she said to herself, as if in justification. 
Toward the end of the week, as she worked in the morning sun- 

shine, she heard again the sound of wheels along the road. She 
straightened up, pushing back her sunbonnet and shading her eyes 
with ber hand. A bird darted past, a swift shadow in the blue. The 
wheels came steadily on and stopped before the gate as they had 
stopped that other morning more tan a week ago. In a few min- 
utes Lucy’s ponderous figure came around the corner of the house. 

“Why, Lucy!” Old Mrs. Lane cre stiffly forward. 
“Yes, it’s me, ma. I got to thinkin’ t ings over after I got home 
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the other day an’ I said to Sam I’m a goin’ right back ’s soon ’s 

the road’s dry so’s I can get there.” 
She paused for breath. Standing there in the brilliant sunshine 

she looked the very embodiment of Detentituation: 
“Yes, we talked it over, Sam an’ me, an’ we decided you’d best 

come an’ live with us. We're goin’ to build on another room an’ 
fix it up fer you. *T'ain’t right, ma, you’re livin’ here alone, an old 
woman like you.” 

The trowel in Mrs. Lane’s hands dropped to the ground. 
oat guess we'd better go in the house, Lucy. The sun’s pretty 

warm.’ 
She led the way and Lucy followed her into the cool kitchen. 

The old woman sat heavily ote in the chair beside the window. 
Her hands trembled as she took off her sunbonnet. 

“There now, ma, you're all tired out diggin’ an’ workin’ out in 

thet garden. ”Tain’t any kind o’ work fer an old woman like you.” 
Lucy stood looking down at her. 
“I’ve been thinkin’ fer a long time back that you’d ought to 

make your home with Sam an’ me. It’s all nonsense your livin’ 
alone way off here. I got to thinkin’ it all over an’ I just couldn’t 
stand it another minute ’til I got here. You can live with us an’ 
it'll be just the same as ’tis here, only you won’t need to doa bit 0” 
work. An’ with the children round ’*twon’t be near so lonesome.” 

The clock ticked loudly. Beyond the open door the morning- 
glories swayed back and forth in the breeze. 

“It’s good of you an’ Sam to want me, Lucy,” Mrs. Lane looked 
up hesitatingly, “but I think I’m better off here. What would we 
do with all my things, an’ besides—no, I don’t see how I could go, 

Lucy.” 
“There’s no use o’ your worryin’ “bout that, mother. You 

just leave it all to Sam an’ me. You won’t need to tend to a thing. 
We can store all the things in our barn, there’s plenty 0’ room.” 

“But the house, Lucy? What’ll become o’ the house, an’ that 

white lilac bush down by the front gate ?”’ 
Lucy looked out of the window at the blue hills. “Sam says he 

don’t think we'll have any trouble sellin’ the house. This is a good 
piece o’ land.” 

The other leaned forward. 
“Sell this place! Sell the house where you was born! An’ let 

strangers come in. Whatever are you thinkin’ of, Lucy ?” 

Mer voice faltered and broke. 
“Why, mother, I never dreamed you’d take it like that. We 

thought this was a good chance to get tid of the place. I don’t 
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blame you for feelin’ bad, of course, when it’s been your home all 
these years, but we can’t always take account o” our feelin’s. It’s 
a bad thing for a house to stand empty, Sam says. An’ as for your 
tryin’ to live on here all alone at your age, it ain’t right an’ I ain’t 
a goin’ to let you do it!”’ 

It was a few hours later when Lucy kissed her mother good-bye. 
“Tl drive over after you a week from today. Sam can move the 
things afterward. There’s no real hurry about ’em.” 

She ib one foot on the step of the buggy, then turned once 
more. In the strong afternoon sunlight her mother’s face looked 
very old and athaligely tired. 

“You're all wore out now,” she said as she drove off. 

HE days went by—days of brilliant sunshine when the air 
] quivered as though seen through a glass. Each morning old 

Mrs. Lane wai in the doorway beneath the morning- 
glories, looked out at the dew-drenched earth, the tender green of 
grass and leaf. Every afternoon sitting in the chintz-cushioned 
chair beside the parlor window she saw the playing sunbeams on 
the walls; the white mist of the lilac-bush. She clung to each hour 
with a passionate clinging, an exquisite joy that yet had in it the 
shadow of futurity. 

On the last night she stood long at the gate, while the dusk un- 
folded slowly like the petals of a great flower. Beneath the trees 
the road wound dark and still and Freflies gleamed across the fields. 
She leaned heavily, her hands clasped upon the top rail. Out from 
the surrounding shadows the white lilac stood forth in an almost 
ethereal beauty and with the fragrance of some far-off, long-remem- 
bered June. ‘There had been a spray of it on her wedding bonnet 
and the two little graves on the hill behind the house were always 
covered with it in season. Her mind went back to all her yesterdays; 
that first night of all when she had stood there, young and a bride; 
on down through all the happy years to these last ones in their peace- 
ful twilight of content. As the slender spiral shoots of a plant cling 
around the body that gives them life, so she clung to he remem- 
brance of each lilac-scented dusk. Suddenly above the rim of the 
treetops on the opposite side of the road, a single star shone forth. 
Alone, yet serene and luminous it hung in the immeasurable dis- 
tance of the summer sky. The old woman watched it, then she 
straightened up. She reached over and touched a spray of the 
white lilac. Trembling a little, yet with a certain inward buoyancy, 
she went back ue the path to the house. 

It was noon the next day when Lucy came for her. She entered 
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the little kitchen in a sort of arrogant strength, her presence seem- 
ing to tower above everything else in the room. 

“Well, here I am, mother, same’s I said ’'d be. We've got a 
nice day, too. Sam’ll be over first thing in the morning after the 
things. Don’t you be frettin’ about ’em—they’ll be safe enough.” 

aoe pausing to get her breath, looked sharply at her mother. 
The latter had on her calico dress. It had some fresh mud-stains 
on the skirt. She was moving about setting the table for dinner. 

“Why, mother, ain’t you dressed yet? You've got on that old 
calico—an’—whatever are you doin’ settin’ out the table like that ?”’ 

The old woman glanced up at the clock. 
“Tt’s mos’ dinner time,” she said quietly. A strange new note 

had crept into her voice. ‘‘You’d better put your hat and gloves 
in the bedroom. It'll be ready in a minute.” 

“Tt’ll be the middle o’ the afternoon ’fore we’re ready to start, 
at this rate, mother.” Lucy spoke impatiently. “I s’posed you’d 
be all ready. 1 dropped eve iin to come an’ I thought we’d just 
eat a bite on the way an’ have an early supper after we get home.” 

She looked around her. 
“T didn’t know but what you’d have some o’ the things you set 

so much store by, them blue dishes an’ all, packed up to take along 
with us. Well, Sam can fetch ’em with the rest o’ the things. You 
go on in an’ change your dress an’ [’ll set this dinner into a basket.” 

“No, Lucy, I’m goin’ to dish it up an’ we'll have dinner at my 
house,” she spoke with gentle emphasis. ‘“‘You can go right after- 
ward if you feel you must get back. Ive got some dumplin’s on 
the stove—your father was dretful fond of ’em.” 

“Why, mother,—whatever— ?” 
“Just listen to me, Lucy. I’ve decided I ain’t a goin’ home to 

live with you an’ Sam. I’m a goin’ to stay on right here in this 
house where your father brought me a bride. It’s allay been home 
an’ it allays will be ’til the Lord calls me to a better one. When 
you married Sam you went away to start a new home of your own. 
You’ve fixed it all up with your own things that nothin’ else can 
ever take the place of. Mebbe you’re too young to understan’, Lucy, 
but some day you’ll know that it’s allays home where the heart is. 
An’ it’s the buildin’ up o’ each generation that’s made the world— 
the goin’ out o’ the young folks to start all over again. You ain’t so 
far away but what you could come if you was needed. The little 
work I hey to do ain’t a goin’ to hurt me a mite. I’m happy every 
hour o’ the day an’ as I told you I ain’t ever lonesome. I ain’t like 
some. I’ve comp’ny enough. Mebbe when you get as old as I be 
you'll understan’.” 
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WHITE LILACS 

She smiled a little, then went on. 

“An’ why shouldn’t I hev things nice if 1 do be all alone. I 
never question what’s set afore me at your house. I never tell you 
what you’d ought o’ do. Folks ’s got their own ways, what’s best 
for °em. No, ee you’ve got your own home an’ I’ve got mine. 
You'll allays be welcome whenever you’re a mind to come, an’ Sam 
an’ the children, but it’s my house an’ it allays will be, to do as I 
please.” 

She paused. Two bright spots of color were burning in either 
cheek. For the first time in her life Lucy was shaken out of her 
complacent, self-satisfied dominance. She recognized that she 
had to do at last with a will, which though so newly assertive, was 

as strong as her own. 
% Well I must say I think you’re dretful foolish, mother. An’ 

I don’t know what Sam’ll think!” 
She drew up her chair to the table. 
“TI s’pose I might ’s well have some warm victuals fore I start 

back again.” 
As soon as dinner was over she rose and pinned on her hat. 

The older woman watched her, the color still burning in her cheeks. 
Lucy pulled on both gloves with a jerk, then she stooped and kissed 
her mother good-bye. 

eve didren ll be dretful disappointed,” she said. 
When the turn in the road had hid her ponderous figure from 

sight, old Mrs. Lane went back into the kitchen. All through the 
rest of the afternoon she went about her work in a sort of exalta- 
tion—a strange intoxicating sweetness of newly acquired power. 
She sat with her sewing beside the parlor de while the sun- 
beams played over the walls. When it came to be supper-time she 
got out the white cloth and the thin blue china cup, then drank her 
tea and ate her one piece of spice cake and a little dish of pre- 
serves. 

The light slowly left the hills and the day deepened to dusk. 
Fireflies lit their lamps in the gloom of the fields. The stillness 
enfolded like a caress. Down beside the front gate the white lilac 
leaned familiarly, breathing forth a peace ineffable, the calm of 
old undisturbed memories, and its fragrance was as a fragrance 
everlasting. 
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MODERN COUNTRY HOMES IN ENGLAND: 
BY BARRY PARKER: NUMBER SIXTEEN 
a ‘TIS no use attempting to consider the subject. of 
ol : | ornament or decoration without first. asking ourselves 
ee i why we ornament. And our attempts to distinguish 

good ornament from bad will always be unsuccessful 
if not founded on consideration of the motives under- 

| OT J lying it. These will be found to be many and various. 
Most of the finest ornament has been produced be- 

cause of the desire to honor achievement or to express some great 
idea, sentiment or principle. It has been an act of worship, an 
expression of devotion toward some god, or a tribute to the mem- 
ory of the departed, the sacredness of ne, to a civic ideal, bravery, 
hospitality, purity, justice or piety. Also much true ornament has 
been the spontaneous expression of delight in beauty, in the loveli- 
ness of flowers, fruit, foliage, of human and animal shapes, of line, 
form and color. Or again the wish to teach, to recount and record 
history, to commemorate the acts of individuals or of gods, has 
called beautiful ornament into existence, 

Our debt to symbolism can scarcely be overestimated. Its use 
in ornament has been a medium for the voicing of many truths 
difficult of direct. expression. And when heraldry was a living art 
much beautiful ornament grew out of its vitality because it had 
then always something definite to say. : 

All true ornament must be the expression of an idea, and what 
that idea is should be our first concern. If it be a noble one, worthy 
of our respect, and the ornament in itself beautiful, we should wel- 
come it as a good thing, adding to the joy of life. If we find, how- 
ever, that its underlying motive is only self-aggrandizement, esten- 
tation, display, commercial advancement, personal luxury or the 
creation of envy in others, then it should receive only our contempt. 
If we find the purely mechanical and meaningless trying to pass 
for ornament we should have none of it. 

And further, ornament worthy of the name must have given joy 
to its producer or it cannot in its turn give joy to the beholder; so 
we may safely reject all which does not bear evidences of the artist’s 
pleasure in making it. For it is not enough to know that the under- 
lying motive was good. The real justification for its existence lies 
in the fact that it was done with joy. 

Browning says “‘ You may do anything you like in Art, but must- 
n’t do anything you do not like.” This does not mean, of course, 
that much troublesome, monotonous, painstaking and persevering 
work will not be involved, but that all such work will be under- 
taken and carried through gladly, in anticipation of joy in the result. 
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MURAL DECORATION FOR HOUSE INTERIORS 

Judged by these standards what will become of the patterns 
machined on most of our wall, floor and furniture coverings, our 
dress materials, curtains, picture frames, wardrobes and cabinets ? 

Thus we are brought to the conclusion that we are better with- 
out all that spurious ornament which we find is not in the true sense 
of the word “a work of art.’’ William Morris once said “Have 
nothing in your rooms which a ida do not either know to be useful 
or believe to be beautiful.” Three tests, therefore, we may always 
safely apply to anything we purpose to use in decorating our rooms. 
First we must probe down to the motive for its existence and our 
use of it; next we must inquire whether it bears the evidences of our 
own or another’s pleasure in its production; and to the third test 
I shall come later. 

Now it is quite possible that ornament may be reproduced by 
more or less mechanical processes and still give pleasure to the user, 
but the pleasure taken in producing that which passes through many 
such processes per cess so remote before the ornament 
comes into use that the pleasure the user may derive from it is often 
very short lived, depending necessarily upon how mechanical the 
processes are. 

Some processes of reproduction involve so much careful thought 
and so much pleasure in execution, that art is, as it were, kept alive 
through them. Many branches of the printer’s art, such, for ex- 
ample, as wood-block printing of wall-papers and fabrics, various 
lithographing and engraving processes, while they enable an article 
to be multiplied indefinitely, require such exercise of artistic feeling 
that art is opt alive to the end. 

The third test to be applied to anything claiming to be decora- 
tion is Owen Jones’ Gnomes maxim: “Ornament construc- 
tion, do not construct ornament.” 

The longer one continues to apply this test, the more one comes 
to see its essential truth and to realize what very careful study is 
needed to find the line of demarcation between ornamented con- 
struction and constructed ornament. 

Of course, in some cases the insincerity is self-evident. When 
we see a huge pediment erected over the middle house in a crescent 
or terrace it is not difficult to recognize constructed ornament, for 
it obviously adds nothing but expense to that house, and is false in 
its suggestion that the house is somehow different from or more 
important than the others. 

Again, when we see an enormous portico erected in the middle 
of a gree of buildings, evidently fulfilling no useful purpose, not 
even marking%the main entrance, but only a door, which (as in a 
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Decoration and Furniture Designed by Barry Parker & Raymond Unwin 

TWO VIEWS OF A DINING ROOM IN BELFAST, 

IRELAND, SHOWING MURAL DECORATION.
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Decoration and Furniture Designed by Barry Parker & Raymond Unwin. 

TWO PICTURESQUE VIEWS OF AN UNUSUAL 

DRAWING ROOM IN HOUSE AT BELFAST, SHOW- 

ING INTESTING MURAL DECORATIONS.
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Designed by Barry Parker & Raymond Unwin. 

A ROOM IN A HOUSE IN DERBYSHIRE WITH 

INTERESTING FITTINGS. 

FIREPLACE IN HOUSE IN ESSEX INTEREST= 

INGLY PLACED IN CORNER OF ROOM.
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Decoration and Furniture Designed by Barry Parker & R1ymond Unwin. 

DRESSING TABLE IN A HOUSE IN BEL- 

FAST, IRELAND. 

FIRESIDE AND BUILT-IN CORNER SEAT 

IN A DERBYSHIRE HOUSE, ENGLAND.
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Designed by Barry Parker & Raymond Unwin. 

INTERESTINGLY FURNISHED STUDY IN HOUSE 

IN BELFAST. 

INGLE IN HOUSE IN HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE, 

WITH MURAL DECORATION OVER FIREPLACE.



MURAL DECORATION: FOR: HOUSE INTERIORS 

known instance) the local guide book-naively says was “never in- 
tended to be used,” we instinctively feel something artificial and 
insincere; even if we do not go so far as to class it as mere bom- 
bastic display, we have here again no difficulty in labeling it con- 
structed ornament. 

If we carry up a piece of wall above the roof of a building ex- 
pressly to form a niche in it instead of forming such niche in one of 
the walls of the building, we are constructing ornament. If we pile 
up cabinetwork beyond what is needed for couches or seats, for 
the holding of our books, papers and clothes, or the performance of 
other useful functions, or if we design the lines of a chair so that it 
cannot be constructed in the simplest and most direct way, we are 
again constructing ornament. 

But our real difficulties come when we try to apply Owen Jones’ 
aphorism, though still true, to such things as seiunipbed arches and 
detached groups of sculpture, which, rightly regarded, are orna- 
ments on a grand scale, ornaments of a street, a square, a park, a 
city, and which yet have parts that must be considered construc- 
tional. 

Our three rules must be taken together. If we find the desire 
is to honor something honorable, to say something worth saying, to 
express delight in beauty, we shall find this leads us to ornament 
construction, not to construct ornament, and the pleasure we shall 
take in our work will make it such as will give pleasure. 

To return to interior decoration. Not only does its success depend 
upon its being used to help express such sentiments as hospitality 
and the welcoming of guests,—by dignifying the main entrance, for 
instance,—but there seems an appropriateness in applying it to the 
fireside, to do honor to the hearth as a symbol of the home. Artis- 
tically very much depends upon the decoration being clustered 
around such given points, instead of being spread evenly, whether 
sparsely or profusely, or dotted indiscriminately over all surfaces. 

In a room where many pay are equally ornamented, no one 
piece of decoration “‘stands a chance,” for its beauties cannot be 
seen or epereaaiet: Suppose, for example, a rich and beautiful 
piece of Oriental embroidery is taken from the drawing room of a 
country house to decorate some barn which is to serve as a temporary 
concert room. Will not many a person be ashamed to think how 
many times he has seen this drapery without having in the faintest 
degree appreciated its beauty, simply because its worth was lost amid 
the elaborateness of its former surroundings ? 

The house at Belfast, in Ireland, here illustrated, was an exist- 
ing one which I was asked to decorate and furnish. I could make 
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MURAL DECORATION FOR HOUSE INTERIORS 

no alterations in the fireplaces, though I felt the mantelpieces were 

constructed ornament nd would fain have tried for a little more of 
that home feeling attempted in the firesides in Essex and in Derby- 
shire and the fable in Harrogate, Yorkshire. 

We need not fear, as we often do, getting a monotonous effect in 
our rooms, for this rarely happens. When everything possible is 
done to secure a restful, quiet and harmonious treatment, the people 

who will come and the things which wil! be brought into a house will 
inevitably introduce a greater number of different colors, forms and 

textures than are artistically desirable, and the last thing which 
need be feared is an effect of monotony. 

We can therefore safely have our walls and woodwork one color 
throughout the house, and if possible the floors alike throughout. 
One color for upholstery and curtains is desirable, at least through- 
out each story, for this will generally give an effect of spaciousness, 
completeness and quiet. We must remember that all these surfaces 
and hangings are only rightly considered as backgrounds for people 
and their belongings, sak as flowers, books, etc., and their success 
lies in being effective as such. 

Another point to be borne in mind is the fact that to insure that 
feeling of comfort which is an artistic as well as a practical essen- 

tial, den must also be a look of cleanliness. Not ee must a house 
be comfortable, but it must look so, and this is impossible unless it 

looks clean. So the words “cleanliness” and “‘comfort” seem in- 
separable. Now it is impossible to get this feeling of cleanliness in 

a room if the things in it are chosen, like those in the back sitting- 

room of the ordinary boarding house, because they “will not show 
the dirt.””. To look clean, things must be capable of showin they 

are clean. If they are of the kind which does not show the Tirt, it 

matters not how spotless they may be, they will never give the feel- 
ing of cleanliness. We sometimes hear it said in praise of a cottager 
that “she is such a clean-looking woman and ier home looks so 
neat and fresh.” It is the white apron and light print dress which 
give this impression. ‘The same woman ould not have the same 
appearance of cleanliness in a dull black frock and brown gray 
apron, no matter how spotless. 

In the house at Belfast, shown here, we have no easel-pictures 
on the walls. Instead there are many slightly conventionalized land- 
scapes and seascapes, bird, foliage and figure subjects used as deco- 
ration. On this point, when speaking of the decorative paintings 

used in the house at Cotten tried to make my position clear in 

regard to the degree of realism I thought might be permitted in 

paintings used as decoration. I took a stand for the admission of a 
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greater degree of realism than many would have. I contended that 

when an artist leaves his easel-picture, which he has come to con- 
sider as a thing apart and detached from all surroundings, and 
applies himself to decorating a prescribed space, he ice, 

and perhaps unconsciously works more decoratively, and there will 

probably come into his work just that element of realism which 
makes it sufficiently decorative. 

But the number of rooms in which we are called upon to omit 

the easel-picture is very small indeed. Easel-pictures are almost 

always the most important element in the decoration of domestic 

interiors; their painters may insist as much as they like that they 

should not be regarded as such, but it cannot be avoided. The 

moment they are introduced into a room they must, whether the 

artist wishes it or not, take their place, effectively or not, in the gen- 

eral scheme, and must be considered in relation to their surround- 

ings. They create one of the architect’s difficulties. Their tem- 

ay look when merely hung upon the walls creates a certain rest- 

essness in the general effect. They are still almost invariably hung 

too high,—not only far too high to be seen to best advantage by 
those sitting, but too high even for those standing. This a plies 

not merely to pictures but to almost everything else in a room. When 

considering the disposition of interior furnishings we do it standing, 
and we arrange everything to look at its best when viewed from a 

standing position; whereas, in nearly every room we seem to drop 

below ie roper level in relation to everything when we sink into 
a chair. ate iy this is wrong! Since, when indoors, we sit many 

hours more than we stand, should not our rooms look best when 

viewed from a sitting position? Are we not then more at ease to 
enjoy and more likely to perceive any beauties there may be in our 
surroundings ? 

I must not close without admitting that when all has been said 
for other forms of decoration for our rooms, we have in living flowers 
and plants something hardly to be equalled and never to be sur- 
passed. 
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WHAT THE GATEWAY HAS TO SAY 

(OCIS N MUSIC some haunting theme is chosen that pre- 

Olea vails under many guises throughout the whole com- 

| position, appearing now and then in its own com- 
} pelling beauty, undisguised, unadorned. The entire 

‘ composition is but a background—though charming 

| OM_\} in itself—for the development of the full sweetness or 
power of the chosen theme. In art all details exist for 

the perfecting of the one ideal or theme which the artist is striving 

to manifest to the world. In gardening—if it is to form a trio with 

music and art—there must also be one dominant idea. The theme 

should be announced by the gateway, and the garden based upon it. 

Whether the garden is formal or natural, a fe or a rhapsody, 

classical or genre, the gateway should so proclaim. It should stir 

the imagination, be the note or key to all that is to follow in the 

development of the garden. It should be a composite embodiment 

of the prevailing characteristics of the place. It should seem to say: 

“Now lift my latch and readily I swing 
To bid thee come where courtesy is king.” —GuITERMAN. 

So much depends upon first impressions, upon the approach to 

a home. If it is carelessly designed we are apt to expect Inefficiency 

or bad taste to predominate in the rest of the domain. If it is clean- 

cut, or substantial, graceful, simple or imposing, we cannot but think 
4 it symbolic of all that is associated 

See 5 Z with it, the beauty it leads to. 
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house, that all possessions will be in accord. Inherent taste, good or 
bad, shows in and through all we do, be it building a gate or a gar- 
den, cooking a meal, selecting our clothes or our friends, Originality 
will characterize everything that some person says or does. A fine 
delicacy or sweetness will be manifest in another’s life, or simplicity 
will prevail throughout 
woe or spose We a 6 ny Ne 
betray ourselves at Le ate ee ten) 
every step, by every all se iA eee Wis. i se 
move, so it behooves ZB Ne BG camigst wae un) leg! BY PE tac 
us to cultivate our aes ANS esx ee Wee 
taste, to raise our “zee HK . ne a ey ‘ ia 
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close watch hoe sop Ri Wo 3 e \ & M pa 1 
each detail of what- ately Wer (Wats SP ae 
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structing. For the “SQW Aa Sy ARP Be 
gate of our garden ae i iN ‘n Poe 70 ORs 
or the door of our We Gall — ae 
house speaks loudly AN OLD NEW ENGLAND STILE, 
of ourselves, our discrimination, before we can speak for ourselves. 

The gateway should announce the status and individuality of the 
owner of the garden as unmistakably as the uniformed heralds ‘of 
old proclaimed the name and attainments of the masters they repre- 
sented. If we see a garden with a neat, trim brick wall around it 
whose severity is relieved by vines decorously (not riotously) cling- 
ing to it, with a white picket gate permitting a friendly glimpse 
within, with gay but stately flowers looking out at the passing world, 
we are sure that it belongs to some one ot has built her garden in 
a New England village and has not depearted from the traditions of 
her people. We know that the flowers are set in beds, that the walks 
are of brick with no trace of grass in their crevices, and that there 
is a tea-table under some fine old tree! 

Or perhaps the garden is a diminutive one, hanging on some 
gently sloping hillside, set in the midst of trees self-planted, filled 
to overflowing with what are called common flowers (and no sweeter 
flowers exist), and the unpretentious entrance is rustic, like the 
white birches nearby. The roses that cover this are “common” 
also, profusely blooming, showering the stranger without the gates 
as all as the dweller within with their sweetness, as a child nae 
at a gate, smiling at all who pass, beggar or king, friend or foe. We 
know that the flowers riot at will in such a place, that the paths are 
grass grown, that it is altogether lovely, and we feel sure some home- 
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e loving, garden-lovingfwoman walks therein, tending 
oni: with her own hands her flower friends. 
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A LATTICE GATEWAY WITH VINES. loiter for rest in its 

neighborhood, that watch dogs guard and police are summoned by 
wire! And the beautiful wrought-iron gates, imported, obtained 
through some impoverished nobleman’s necessity and planted 
triumphantly at the portals of a garden filled with statuary as woe- 
fully out of place, exotic flowers, ornamental trees, clipped hedges, 
uniformed gardeners,—need we describe the owner? 

Much care, therefore, should be given to the designing of the 
ar since it is so important an introduction to the garden, the 
ome and the people within. It can be made so beautiful that one 

would be tempted to loiter there, and seats nearby or under its arch 
would be quite appropriate. There the traveler, be he guest or 
owner, could pause a moment, cast away his burdening cares and 
enter the enclosure with “smiling face” that he might not feel sad 
and out of place wandering among the flowers. 

A trellis gate with trellis arch above and flowering vines, wis- 
taria, clematis, or honeysuckle, winding in and out through the 
bars, pushing their blossoms through the sides, dropping them from 
above, is vibrant with beauty and interest. Such a gateway is etched 
forever on the memory of the child who goes in and out of his home 
through it. Loving the one that he associates with home, he is 
quick to see beauty in other gates, comparing them with his child- 
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romance of home-leaving and home-coming, and in literature and 
history they have also played a picturesque part. 

Medieval gates were an integral part of ancient city walls. Proc- 
lamations were made by couriers, kings listened to petitions and 
administered justice under the shadow of their fortified arches. 
They were wonderfully imposing with their machicolated_battle- 
ments and turreted towers, as fue remaining in Niirnberg and 
Liibeck still testify. Such gates were of great importance from a 
military point of view and were sometimes made very beautiful, as 
shown by the Propylea at Athens, the famous triumphal arch left 
us from old Roman days. Assyro-Babylonian city gates were huge 
structures where lawyers held court and scribes proved their learn- 
ing. There were rooms above, and dark underground passages 
beneath leading to dungeons. The city gates of Segui and Alatri, 
the Lion gateway of Myon are notable examples of the skill of 
builders of the sixth and seventh centuries B.C. Other famous gates 
reserved to us from ancient days are to be seen at Viterbo, Faleri, 

Benge ito: The golden Gateway of Jerusalem, the gateways of 
bridges at Cambridge and Oxford, monastic gates opening to sacred 
enclosures, hold great historical and architectural interest. 

In Biblical days we read of city gates, for ““Samson took the 
door of the gate of the city and the two posts and went away with 
them, bar and all.” 
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Nowadays, however, the gates of importance to us are not the 
fortified ones of a city, but those which open into gardens of peace. 
Roses are the missiles now hurled at us as a fragrant welcome, petals 
are showered upon us instead of arrows, crystal clear little brooks 
take the place of bloody moats. And we are “glad to the brink of 
fear” as we enter the citadel of our own home that it need be bat- 
tlemented only with roses whose armament of sweetest flowers is 
drawn upon to meet besieging friends. 

Gates are deeply symbolic when the spiritual life is referred to, 
for when words cannot be found adequate to their task of directly 
conveying ideas, then symbolism is called upon for aid. How can 
the infinite be encompassed, described by finite words, direct speech ? 
It is through such symbolic words as “I am the door” that our 
imagination is touched, our understanding somewhat awakened, and 
we perceive faintly the ee given tirough them. Symbolism 
leads us to a point we are familiar with, understand, love and trust, 
and from this vantage ground we venture a little further. We are 
familiar with doors or gateways that shut us out of gardens or coun- 
tries we wish to enter, so we can easily imagine a wonderful door 
that would open at our slightest knock, allowing us audience, face 
to face, with our heart’s desire! 

EW YORK was much moved last winter by Maeterlinck’s 
“Blue Bird,” a play depicting the soul’s search for happi- 
ness. We were thrilled with the scene where little oldies 

waited at the Gate of Life, whose winged portals remained closed 
to them until they could pass through with some message or gift in 
their hands to bear to the world of experience they longed so ear- 
ies to enter. 

he Gate of Death that opens to let tired workers enter a new 
life with all the possibilities of a new birth, new opportunity, fresh 
courage, renewed strength, is a well-known, Deitel and comfort- 
ing symbol. And we speak of the five senses as the “‘five gateways 

of lo. that make possible our continual appeone to the 
great knowledge enthroned within the garden of life that is walled 
about with ignorance. 

It is through the gate of memory that the old folk return to the 
days of their youth, Poole again in the old orchard, build dams in 
the brook, jog merrily to Senet loiter slowly home with the lass 
of laughing eyes, swing with her at the garden gate that later on 
oor to let them pass through, as hand in hand they depart from 
the old to build the new home. 

We cannot see a stone stile fringed about with wild flowers that 
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delicately brush the passing step, without a vision of the man who 

made it. We see him selecting and cutting the tall posts, carvin 

his name and the date upon it if it is to be set at the entrance of 
his own new home. We see little children passing in and out on 
their way to school, and a young man pausing beside it waving fare- 
well to the father who placed it there, as he passes out to the Open 
Road of the large unknown world before him. Real life is asso- 
ciated with such a humble gateway and it is plainly manifest in 
every detail. 

Mystery surrounds the small wooden gate set snugly in the high 
cement walls that bar the jarring world from the quiet monastery 
within. How many unhappy souls have passed trough such a 
narrow gate seeking the peace lost in the outer world. 

Romance encircles the rose-bowered trellis gate, simplicity the 
square-hewn one, conventionality the well-cut stone gate, hospitality 
and ac cheer the white wicket. 

“The painter, the sculptor, the musician,” says Carpenter, “are 
forever bringing their dreams of Beauty and Perfection forward 
from the recesses and treasure-houses of their hearts and giving 
them a place in the world. And not only the artist and musician 
but every workman who makes things does the same.” 

Since we are all moved by beautiful memories, dear associations, 

since we owe so much to those who have built the houses, temples, 
walks and bridges that we have loved, can we not add an individual 

note of beauty, grace, charm all our own, and thus cancel our in- 

debtedness to those who have gone before? Can we not, in making 

our gardens and designing our foe bring from the treasure- 
house of our own hearts something that is worth a place in the 
world, something that will add to its beauty and its usefulness ? 
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SPECIAL FURNITURE DESIGNED FOR INDI- 

VIDUAL HOMES: ILLUSTRATED BY THE 

WORK OF C. F. A. VOYSEY 

Pl oy OW often does the modern civilized person say to 

i Be himself: “After all, what is a house for? Just why 

a do we build it? What is the use of all this furni- 
Cy ture? Why do we wear these particular clothes?” 

peg j It would be a safe estimate to say that not one in a 

ee) Gx million ever does this. About all these things they 
usually ask: ‘‘What is in vee or “What is in 

style?” or ‘““How much can we afford?” his has been going on 

so long in fact that people have almost forgotten the original pur- 

poses of things that serve them in their daily life. They cease to 

expect beauty and utility and comfort and joy out of the immediate 

surroundings in which they live. And they have gone so far past 

the relating of their environment to their life that they no longer 

quite understand the environment. They look at it through the 

eyes of tradition. 
Certainly in the earlier days men made chairs to sit on and tables 

to put things on and chests to put things in, and rugs were put on 

the floor for warmth and curtains were hung to adjust the light, and 

no more of these things were put in a house than a man and his 

family needed. A aes article of furniture would have branded 

the maker as a madman, for everything that a man put his time and 

material into had to count as a permanent asset. Just so in those 

days women wove what was essential for strong, durable clothes. 

Nothing superfluous went through the looms, nothing that was 

merely pretty and a There was always purpose in the labor 

of men and women working for themselves, and no man thought of 

making what he did not need, for in so doing he would have lost 

time and labor and the respect of his neighbors. In this remote 

“uncivilized” time women did not make their gowns to suit the 

taste and environment of other women of other nations. They 

knew little of the ways of far-off lands, and scorned heartily what 

they knew. And the clothes which they wove were fashioned for 

their own convenience in stout ways, simply and ofttimes beauti- 

fully. 

UT so far away are these people from our thought today that 

B we have forgotten their good sense and their practical wisdom, 
and we build our houses and furnish them and dress ourselves 

from a purely decorative point of view, without purpose and usually 

without actual beauty. Most of us work very faa for the useless 
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things we put in our houses. We know that we have no use for 
them, that they will not last us long and that we shall soon want 
others in their place; but for the time being we break our hearts for 
their poet We know how temporary fashion is and yet we 
struggle for its possession as though it Nad beauty that would satisfy 
us for a lifetime. We set no limit on our purchase of these useless 
things except the space in our house and the size of our purse. We 
want more furniture than our neighbors have, and we want it newer; 
then we are at peace until the nde changes, and our next flimsy pur- 
chase is from no more virile motive than the last, and has no more 
serious qualities to tide it over the ignominy of its old age. It is 
like a pretty, characterless woman who during her life has failed to 
gather friends or memories for her quiet, plain years. ; 

Of course, the time has gone by when most of us can fashion 
furniture for ourselves or weave cloths for our own comfort and 
satisfaction. Only occasionally can the really fortunate person ac- 
complish this. But practically all of us, all at least who can afford 
to buy any amount of furniture, can really decide that our homes 
shall only be furnished with such articles as possess permanent 
qualities of beauty and comfort. And many of us can go further 
and have furniture actually made to suit our houses, of materials 
that will last a lifetime, of design and in proportion suited to the 
space it is to occupy. 

Many of us can build our own home to live in a lifetime and 
furnish it for the same length of time. To do this it is necessary to 
consider our furniture as a work of art, each piece—and not too 
many of them—perfect for the use for which it is designed. Every 
man and woman can make a study of good furniture, not to imitate 
it, but to understand why and how it is made. We can all have our 
furniture made to meet our own ideal of comfort and suited to our 
house and our lives. It is in this way that all good furniture in the 
past has been made, not for style or barter, but to Sieh how fine 
a thing can be produced for the use to which it is to be put. 

The most beautiful furniture of old times, of Spain, of France, 
of Italy, of Greece and Bavaria, was all made for special people or 
occasions; a great man demanded a fitting chair; beautiful women, 
couches exquisite enough for beauty’s resting place, a town hall 
had to be fitted for a great ceremony, or a palace for a new king. 
There was always a purpose to be upheld, a harmony to be ob- 
served, a use to be considered. And so these old pieces of furni- 
ture were fashioned with interest, understanding, definiteness, and 
thus have grown to set standards in furniture-making, to establish 
styles of beauty. 
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And if we were to follow the reason for the construction of these 
beautiful styles of furniture, we should still be making excellent 
pieces for our own comfort. But instead we slavishly follow the 
ave gained by these great cabinetmakers. We imitate the fabrics 
they used, the color, the ornament, forgetting their philosophy, and 
in the end gaining nothing but pieces of furniture unsuited in all 
ways to our lives and our times. 

T IS only within the past few years that the idea of having fur- 

I niture made to suit the individual house has again gained ground, 

somewhat in England and over a very small area in America, 

practically not at all in France; while in Germany the mausoleum 
type of furniture born of Secession inspiration seems adapted to and 

intended only for exhibition ee 
Tn the July CrarrsMan we showed a very whey modern English 

house designed by Barry Parker and Raymond Unwin, which was 

furnished entirely with pieces made from ce designs especially 

planned for that particular house. Most of the furniture and many 

of the fittings were planned by the owner, others by Mr. Parker. 

But nothing whatever was bought ready-made. And a house more 
beautifully, completely and interestingly furnished it would be hard 

to find. Often Aer. Parker’s houses are fitted up in this way. We 

understand that he planned all the furniture for his own house. It 

is his belief, after many years of house-building, that no home can 

be really completely. and beautifully furnished without the fittings 
and furniture designed especially for the actual interiors which they 
are to fill. And so wherever it is practicable he not only plans the 
chairs and tables, beds and buffets, but all the built-in fittmgs such 

as bookcases, window-seats, screens, shelves, etc. 

Another English architect who has given much attention to the 
making of furniture and fittings for the houses which he designs is 
Mr. C. F. A. Voysey. He differs from Mr. Parker in that the lattes 
seeks in all the furniture and interiors which he plans to express 
the ideas and tastes of the owners, while Mr. Voysey is more apt to 
express his own highly cultured and original ideas, both as artist 
and artisan. He has in fact established a style of his own in England 
which has developed through his rare taste, skill, originality and 
wisdom. Although Mr. Voysey’s style is essentially personal, recog- 
nizably so, it is ce preéminently modern in spirit, so that his fur- 
nishings achieve complete harmony in the new English country 
houses for which they are designed. Being first of all an architect, 
Mr. Voysey is naturally a designer of practical furniture, suited to 
the very excellent and charming houses which he constructs. He 
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THE PASTURE HOUSE IN NORTH LUFFENHAM 
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C.F. A, Voysey, Architect. 

TWO ROOMS IN A VOYSEY COUNTRY HOUSE, 

“HOLLY MOUNT,” IN BEACONSFIELD, ENGLAND: 
FITTED AND FURNISHED BY THE ARCHITECT.
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HOLME”: INTERESTING WOODWORK.
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realizes that the supply of real antique furniture is bound eventually 
to run low, and that the day will come when people of taste will 
refuse to use furniture made in imitation of periods which are in 
no way related to modern conditions, and that for modern people 
and modern houses, modern furniture of character, integrity and 
beauty is inevitable, as inevitable as the fact that our clothes are 
modern, our speech equally so, and our whole life in fact on a new 
and different plane. The present generation both here and in 
an is on a more substantial basis, and simpler, too, than France 
and Medieval Italy. We are less ornate than Spain in the seven- 
teenth and eighteenth centuries. We are neither especially spiritual 
nor ascetic. On the other hand, we are home-loving, comfort-lovin, 
people. We average rather a high level of intelligence and taste, aed 
the mass of us in both of these nations at least pretend to live in 
houses that have both charm and beauty. We demand a better kind 
of surroundings than the people did even a generation ago. And 
this point of view will improve from generation to generation so 
that more and more we shall demand houses of permanent beauty, 
of real durability, requiring little care, leaving us much leisure for 
our wide range of interests. 

T IS in line with real progress that such men as Voysey and 
Parker should arrange the gracious, cheerful interiors in their 
present-day houses, with ee sanitary ideal realized, and with 

simplicity equal to the luxury. In Mr. Parker’s furniture one is 
occasionally reminded in line and finish of the Art Nouveau devel- 
opment in France. But it is a subdued Art Nouveau, shorn of pre- 
tense and whimsicality; an Art Nouveau humbled and purified. On 
the other hand, Mr. Voysey’s furniture suggests more his inherited 

app ae of the good qualities of the old Jacobean furniture. 
et his ways are not entirely those of the early days. He presents 

furniture that is much more practical, less ornate, less extravagant, 
more adjusted to the simpler ways of his present-day home-building. 
His ideals are for rich and substantial interiors, but closely related 
to the modern idea of the people for whom he builds and designs. 
He plans his furniture for sitting rooms instead of great halls, for 
libraries where the young folks gather instead of a vast dais for 
haughty royalty, and the result is intimate rather than pompous. 

Somehow you feel sure that Voysey plans his houses that all 
the people living in them may be comfortable, for we are more and 
more outgrowing all over the world the sacred tradition that some 
eople must cheerfully suffer for the elaborate comfort of others. 

We are striving to overcome the idea that any should suffer, and in 
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its place to suggest that all should help in order that all should enjoy 
life. In other words, our modern domestic architecture, even in 
England, is becoming more democratic, and our furniture is being 
made to uphold the same ideal. We are considering the greatest 
comfort of the greatest number, and the mass of pear who are 
neither rich nor poor but intelligent are asking for homes and fur- 
nishings suited to their kind of lives. Mr. Voysey’s contribution to 
this phase of international development has been great, although so 
far as we know it may have been quite unconscious, merely the 
outgrowth of his own intimate relation to progress, his understand- 
ing of beauty and his wise expression of it. 

THE SEARCH 

I SOUGHT for Truth upon the storm tossed sea, 
But waves like tritons hid the depths from me. 

I sought for it in violets well of blue, 
But breezes shook the naiad pool of dew. 

I sought for it beneath the flaming briar, 
But roses on my head heaped coals of fire. : 

Then ceasing aye to search with anxious eyes, 
I saw the Light that rules the earth and skies; 

And heard all nature say with voice of youth: 
“Behold the Beautiful itself is Truth!” 

Epwarp WiiBuR Mason. 
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“NEXT YEAR”: A STORY: BY HARRIET JOOR 
“ (35g LX = months!’’ 
ey ae! As the words fell with gentle precision from the 
er} physician’s lips, Katherine Merrick repeated them 

at mi dully, wondering why the green and Caen office 
t carpet should suddenly roll upward to meet her 

Ul INE like an incoming wave, and why the cry of the rag- 
man in the street below should beat on her brain 

with such sharp insistence. Must not his throat ache with weariness, 
she wondered dreamily? But it was of herself,—Katherine Mer- 
rick—they had been speaking! Steadying herself against the swivel 
chair, she gently put aside the glass of water the doctor held to 
her lips and raised her eyes to the keen, pitiful glance bent upon 
her. 

“I had not thought it was so near,” she said simply, “but I 
thank you for your frankness, Doctor.’ 

She smiled faintly from old unconscious habit, as she held out 
her hand with the informal gesture of her far-away girlhood, the 
cold formality of the later years falling from her like the outworn 
sheath of a flower. 

Yet as they walked down the long, dimly-lighted corridor to the 
elevator shaft, the physician at her side seemed to Katherine but 
some vague dream oe e, and she herself but a figure in a dream. 

As she left the builieg and threaded her way with painful slow- 
ness along the crowded street, the sunlit thoroughfare printed its 
scenes vividly upon her brain as upon a sensitive platy, yet her spirit 
still held aloof in a strange torpor that she could not break. 

The child of the Italian fruiterer who had grown to look for her 
coming smiled up at her with golden agate in his sultry eyes, and 
she touched his brown cheek caressingly, pausing to slip into the 
outstretched hand the knot of violets that her dau sheer Dorothy 
had pinned in her belt. 

Vor a moment the impulsive act recalled the happy freedom of 
her girlhood, ere her husbandt horror of unconvention had frozen 
all the springs of bounteous spontaneity; but even the fleeting vision 
of that eager-eyed girl who had been herself could not break the 
apathy that held her. 

In the future, she told herself curiously, as though it were™a 
stranger of whom she thought, this beautiful child would smile on 
other “pretty ladies,” giving no thought to the one who had slipped 
from out his train of bles hf the old-clothes man would chant 
his rhythmic cry to other ears; the tall stone jars of roses and car- 
nations in the florist’s window would gladden other tired eyes; and 
the crowd would still hasten in a ceaseless stream down the years, 
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after this one small woman, who had so loved it all and had so thrilled 
at the human warmth and nearness, should have slipped from their 
midst forever. 

And all the while, over and over, absurdly iterated like the rag- 
man’s distant cry, throbbed the thought that in the spring the chil- 
dren’s clothes must be lengthened ;—in the spring,—and she would 
not be there to do it! 

As she neared home, two of her little lads who had watched at a 
window for her coming were down the stairs and upon her, in joy- 
ous assault, ere her foot could touch the step; keel, as she bent to 
kiss the small flushed faces, Katherine softened the attack with the 
pitiful, instinctive, out-reaching gesture that weakness so quickly 
teaches. 

“T drawed a chicken in kindergarten, today,” Wilfred chanted 
exultantly. 

““And we saw a steamer-boat on the river,”’ shouted Josie, beat- 
ing his mother’s hand to and fro, “and it made a big noise, Muv- 
ver, and most got drowned! Can’t we go back and see it again?” 

. Katherine nodded, smiling assent, he as the boys ran shoutin; 
from her, the smile vanished from her quivering lips. The touch of 
her children’s hands had broken the torpor that held her, and it 
was a weak, trembling woman who climbed the stairs to the sanc- 
tuary of her chamber. As she softly closed the door and crept across 
to the bed, she remembered that it was just three months since she 
had first known her doom;—only then,—she had not thought—death 
was so near! 

Vividly, today, she recalled the lonely agony of those first weeks 
when her hair had turned gray in the bitterness of rebellion. And 
there had been no soul to whom she could confide the horror of 
on darkness in which she groped. All too soon would the shadow 

fall upon her children’s lives, and to her husband}Katherine never 
neg of aught that lay near her heart. Even after the years had 

blunted her sensitiveness, his non-comprehension hurt too cruelly. 
Today, with the touch of her childveata hands warm upon her, 

she marveled at the selfishness of her early grief. Vividly she re- 
called an evening in the early summer when, lying alone in the library, 
she had firaued to the happy voices in the supper room beyond, 
thinking in bitterness, that the lives she loved would flow on thus 
cheerfully when her own had ended; and in the darkness, tears of 
Pena self-pity had rolled down her cold cheeks. A moment 
ater, Mammy Thalia had brought her hot tea and toast and turned 
on the light, and Dorothy add come with ale gossip to nestle 
beside her mother’s couch. Even her husband, as he passed through 
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the dimly-lighted room, had paused a moment awkwardly beside 
her, but she had not caught his words; some punctilious regret, 
doubtless, at her absence from the tea table;—and she was ae to 
the heart of Paes oh j 

In those first bitter days, the very happiness on her children’s 
unconscious faces had hurt her, and she had even spoken sharply 
to her husband, though their lives lay too far apart for easy provo- 
cation. And once, she who felt it a stain upon her gentle. woman; 
hood to deal aught but kindly with dependants, had spoken harshly 
to old Mammy. In a moment she had turned in swift repentance 
and flung her arms about the faithful servant’s neck, sobbing brok- 
enly: “Mammy, Mammy, you must forgive! I am not acl these 
days!’’ And the old woman, with tears wetting her brown face, had 
folded her arms tightly about her mistress and soothed her weeping 
with soft word and touch. : 

““Mammy knows, Miss Katherine, honey;” she had. crooned te 
the shivering figure on her breast; “Mammy knows you have been 
ailin’ this long time!” 

It was on this day, Katherine remembered, that she had called 
herself sharply to account. If she had but a few months to live, 
must she make those months unbeautiful? And must she leave in 
her children’s minds the memory of a fretful, exacting mother? 
For a few painful weeks could blot from their young memories all 
the long years of patient tenderness. If only for her own peace, 
indeed, she must bring order into the chaos of her thoughts, and. be 
sovereign of herself for what time remained to her. ) 

As she lay now, wearily reviewing those long months of rebellion, 
Katherine’s reverie was broken by a girl’s light step at the door, and 
the mother drew a quick tremulous breath, striving with shaking 
fingers to smoothe her tumbled hair. It was Dorothy, upon whose 
slender shoulders the heaviest burden would fall;—her fair woman- 
child, whose girlhood she had so hoped to shield from care! 5 

“Why, mother,—mother darling!”” The girl was across the 
room and had flung her arms impetuously about the slender figure. 

“When did you reach home, mother? Mammy was sure you 
were still out. And did the doctor give you something for this hor- 
rid tiredness ?” 

“Yes, he gave me a tonic,” Katherine answered quietly, turning 
her face farther from the light;—she feared her daughter’s love-keen 
eyes. ; 
zi “You are all worn out by the journey,” the girl cried pitifully, 
laying her round cheek caressingly against the tumbled hair. “‘ You 
should have let me go with you.” i i, 
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Katherine smiled into the reproachful face. ‘“‘That was not 

needful, dearie; but now, until fe ets stronger, mother is goi 

to call oftener on your young aid.” For only so, a voice whispend 

in her heart, could she prepare these young shoulders for the com- 

ing burden. 
In the days that followed, Dorothy wondered to see the faded 

photographs of her grandmother and of a young uncle replace upon 

her mother’s desk the faces of later friends, and certain quaint keep- 

sakes, that had been folded away through the years, reappear upon 

shelves and wall; yet knew not that her mother’s hungry heart was 

turning wistfully back to warm itself at the fires of ai affection. 

But Dorothy was too busy and too happy in the new dignity of 

sharing all her mother’s tasks and plans to wonder long over any- 

thing. 
One afternoon as they mended and put away an armful of crisp 

linens, Katherine called the child’s attention to the immaculate neat- 

ness of her father’s room. 
“He is so orderly by nature that it troubles him if his things are 

not always just so,” she added with seeming carelessness; “the 

collars in their box, the handkerchiefs in this little chiffonier drawer, 

the shirts in a shining pile, and every button sewed tightly in its 

ee Remember this, sweetheart, if father’s comfort should ever 

all to your care!” 
As they closed the door and turned to descend the stairs, the 

girl ees in sudden remembrance. ‘By the way, mother, father 

asked me this morning if you were not ill; he thought you looked 

white and worn.” 
Katherine glanced quickly away over the balustrade into the 

entry below;—the child must not see the look in her eyes! No, 

Horace would never fail in perfunctory solicitude. “What did you 

say ?”’ she asked curiously. 
“Oh, I told him you were just tired; but that you had seen the 

doctor, and he had given you a tonic.” 
As the blithe, unconscious tones fell on her ear, the hardness 

melted from the woman’s lips, and a sudden mist of tears blinded 

her; but Dorothy, hastening on, only wondered why her mother 

crept so slowly down the stair. 

‘One sullen November morning, as she bent wearily over the 

mending, the words of an old forgotten text, as from some dim gray 

distance, drifted across Katherine’s mind: “The place that has 

known them shall know them no more.” 

Curiously, with a strange sense of detachment, trying to see it 

as a stranger might, she looked about the chamber that had been 
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through long years the shrine of her most sacred and intimate hours, 
and for the first time her tender eyes grew aware of the touch of 
shabbiness over all;—the furniture scratched and bruised by rest- 
less, clambering feet; the brass knobs twisted and tarnished by 
small, nervous fin ers; the threadbare floor covering, whose browns 
and blues had faded to a ghostly harmony. Upon the walls hung 
crude bits of kindergarten handiwork, and beside the hearth stood a 
green jar yet laden with the spoils of the last autumnal ramble. 

The velvety brown heads of yarrow and scarlet wildrose hips 
and silvery sheaths of milkweed pods brought vividly back to her 
the crisp rustling of brown, iyind:Ulown leaves and the fragrance of 
dying fern. It was really very untidy,;—that jar,—and a whimsical 
smile crept for a moment about Katherine’s le as she pictured a 
tidy housewife’s horror of those dust-gathering weeds; but the 
smile quickly faded before the realization that, for her, life held no 
more wood rambles, with the music of her children’s voices in her 
ear, and the eager clutching of their fingers at her hands and gown. 

“TI must tell Dorothy to be very patient with the little ones,” she 
whispered to herself with quivering lips; “little nervous Docia, who 
needs such tactful care, and Wilfred, so loving for all his stubborn- 
ness, and impulsive Josie;—Robert, too, needs tactful love,—sixteen 
is a hard age for a lad.” 

Yet day followed day, and Katherine could not find the courage 
to bring the shadow of the coming sorrow into Dorothy’s happy 
face. “Yet a little longer,”’ she pleaded with herself; “it does not 
matter; I can write about the children’s needs.” For with loving 
prescience, she had fallen into the habit of jotting down and folding 
away in her desk hurried notes for Dorothy’s palldatten in the months 
to come. 

One after another she was forced to relinquish the duties that 
had grown sweet with the habit of the years. To Dorothy, by de- 
grees, fell the family marketing, while to Robert, who had eagerly 
shared all her work with the growing things, his mother entrusted 
the box of seeds and penciled plans for the garden in the spring, 
and to Dorothy, at last, fell the care of the children at bed-time. 
The bitterest draught in all Katherine’s cup of suffering was the 
giving up of this bed-time hour with her little ones; but the fret and 
strain of the restless brood was more than she could bear, until one 
evening she fainted in their midst. 

On the next night, Dorothy took her mother’s place in the nur- 
sery, and when, from across the hall, there came to Katherine’s ears 
Wilfred’s indignant protest and Docia’s passionate echo, sobs rose 
choking in the mother’s throat. 
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“T won’t say my pwayers to Dodo; no, I won’t! I want muy- 
ver!” 

“Yes, I wants muvver, muvver, muvver!”’ 
The shrill childish uproar drowned the girl’s pleading tones, and 

in pitiful gusts the voices rose and fell, till the woman, lying weakly 
across her bed, drew the blankets close about her ears, to shut out 
the loving, loyal voices. She knew now what it meant to die by 
inches. 

Long after the children’s grief had been hushed in sleep,—long 
after Dorothy had come with her good-night kiss,—Katherine lay 
with her face hidden in the pillow; and the blackness of the winter 
night was as nothing to the horror of great darkness that pressed 
upon her soul. That door upon whose threshold she stood,—whither 
would it lead her? Who knew? Who knew? Away from her 
babies’ clinging hands, away from their loving voices,—whither ? 

At last, after her lifelong habit in hours of pain, she made a 
light and knelt before her bookshelves. Her spirit had ever been 
too virile to seek an anodyne in literature; ind on this night also 
she sought, not that which could deaden thought, but that which 
could respond to her groping mood. Down upon the lowest shelf, 
with a few worn school Ahetis treasured for old-times’ sake, 
her mother’s & Kempis and her father’s Bible stood side by side; 
but it was years since Katherine had opened either. 

The emotional religion of her youth had not had time to ripen 
into the steady faith of maturity, ere, in the first months of mar- 
riage, it had been frozen in her young breast, together with all the 
budete faiths and enthusiasms of her rich undisciplined nature. 

ioe when her bruised spirit, with the unquenchable instinct of 
all living things however maimed, slowly rallied its forces and reared 

again its fair world, there at her husband’s side, but safe hid from 
his sight, Katherine had shunned religion as that which would stir 
her too deeply,—come too close, ae shiver her hard-won calm. 

Through books, the world of the Beautiful slowly opened to her 
questing spirit, and the stern, strong thinkers of all time gave nour- 
ishment to her hungering soul; but religion, that had sweetly thrilled 
her of old, the rm grave-eyed woman feared. 

rica ut hungering for the old home loves, she turned the Bible’s 
shabby leaves to look ence again on her father’s penciled notes. 
The volume fell open of itself at the book of Job, a her father 
had loved, and she read on instinctively and unconsciously from 
page to page,—the poem taking her utterly out of herself and sway- 
ing her like organ music. For this man, too, she thought in sobbing 
wonder, had sounded the depths where she was groping, in darkness 
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and alone, and across the centuries her shivering soul drew near to 
his. 

When she had finished the poem, as the book yet lay open on 
her knee, Katherine remembered that her father had also dearly 
loved the fourteenth chapter of John; and with the tears yet wet 
upon her cheek, she sought for it with trembling fingers. Not far 
could she read, for the raining of tears upon her Father's dimly pen- 
ciled lines; but upon the storm-tossed spirit there fell a ayaa 
calm,—the music of the opening words, like the still grave sweet- 
ness of a sonata prelude, setting her soul to its own deen rhythm 
and hushing its passion of pain. 

All during the sleepless hours of that night its melody pulsed 
through her feveeed brain, and shed a strange calm upon the dawn. 

On this day, it seemed to Katherine, that Mammy Thalia hoy- 
ered about her with more watchful love, and that the children’s 
hands were more tenderly caressing. She had even a strange con- 
sciousness, as she moved slowly about her tasks that her husband’s 
eyes were following her;—not with the old unseeing, preoccupied 
glance, as though Fis were but a part of the furniture, but with a 
strange, groping intentness. 

Would he really miss her? She had known that he would miss 
the habit of her presence, as eyes grown used to a picture on the 
wall feel a vague want in its absence;—but had he, under the silence 
of the years, some more vital need of her? 

On the evening of this day, in softened, wistful mood, yearning 
to straighten life’s tangled threads ere the weaving should have 
slipped from her hands, Katherine wrote a letter to a sister from 
whom she had been estranged, eee no word of that new life 
on whose threshold she stood, but recalling tender, mutual mem- 
ories of their childhood. Still in softened mood, she drew from her 
desk certain old papers whose destruction she had delayed from 
year to year, and as she tenderly read again the messages from 
home folk and from friends of her youth, she dropped the sheets 
one after the other into the glowing grate. 

Last of all, she came upon the little packet of love-letters that 
had once made her girl’s heart beat fast, and with a curious sense 
of detachment she read again the brief notes over which she had 
once trembled. No, Horace had not been demonstrative, even then; 
her eager spirit alone had read the warmth into the quiet sentences. 
Well, Tis impulsive young wife had quickly grown into the still, 
reticent type of his ideal, and he had seemed well content when she 
ceased to run to meet him, or lift her face for his perfunctory kiss. 
But he had meant to be kind;—so the woman realized now, looking 
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with wide, honest eyes into the coals where his notes lay crisping ; 

and if under his cold formal kindness some live thing had died in 
her young breast, he had never known it. Benedth her baby’s 
fumbling touch, her numbed heart had waked again; but even yet, 
with quivering lips, she could recall how fearfully she had hidden 
from him her joy in this new love. 

Now, looking backward with clear, dispassionate eyes, Katherine 

wondered if she could not have made a lovelist thing of her mar- 
riage; if, perhaps, her sensitiveness had closed some possible door 
of communication between their two souls. She yearned to make all 
right with her sister ;—was it possible to straighten the tangled skein 

of this more vital relation? But her heart sank as she looked into 
the fading fire;—he would never understand. 

As the year drew toward its close, her heart grew heavy with 

homesickness for one more glimpse of blue sky and green growing 
things. The cold gray heavens of the northern world seemed to 
tat her with a leaden weight, while the long line of roofs and lin- 
tels arched with sooty snow, and the straight gray street, with its 
fringe of muddy rime, trodden out of all purity by a myriad hurry- 
ing feet, palled upon her sick soul, as she thought of the palmettos 

spreading their great green fans, and the live oaks stretching their 
long arms, above the crisp green lawns of her old home. About the 
oatleay the Marie Henriette roses, in fragrant aftermath of bloom, 

were often a riot of crimson at Christmas-tide; the violets must 

now be blue in the garden borders, the narcissus.lifting waxen umbels, 
and the sweet olive casting its fragrance upon the winter world. 
Oh, the haunting perfume of the ultval If only one breath of it 
might blow to her across the cold gray distance, Katherine felt the 

aching homesickness in her heart might be stilled! To appease this 
awing nostalgia and to make her last Christmas among them a 

Paattu memory to her children, she wrote a letter to the sister 

who yet lived in the old home. 
Only Dorothy knew of the letter winging its way southward; 

and only Dorothy helped unpack the mysterious box that came in 
return; but when, on Christmas eve, the parlors were thrown open 

to all, the rooms were like a southern bower;—the walls festooned 

with gray Spanish moss, and garlands of holly and mistletoe; the 
chandeliers veiled in smilax and aglow with tiny yellow mandarin 
oranges, while in the archway hung Katherine’s treasured portiéres 

of Me and cream-white Arcadian cloth woven beside the bayous 
of Louisiana. To her the room was like a breath from her van- 
ished girlhood. 

Her husband, as he entered, touched the beautiful curtain won- 
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deringly. “Why, Katherine, I thought you were saving this until 
we could buy a home of our own!” 

“JI thought we might enjoy it now, without waiting,” the wife 
answered quietly; but in a moment the pulse in her throat beat 
fast and she steadied herself against a chair back. Her husband 
had glanced Mi at the swaying moss and mistletoe, and a strange 
light,—the old ight,—had come into his eyes. 

“Katherine!’” He laid his hand hurriedly, awkwardly, above 
the cold, still fingers on the chair; “your rooms were hung like this 

the Christmas before we were married!” 
Did he care? Did he, in spite of the silent years? Or had he 

but stumbled by chance over the grave of their old romance ? 
Whether he cared or no, the fierce beating of that pulse in her 

throat showed the woman that she still fel that the dead thing 

in her breast had stirred treacherously. Not trusting herself to 
speak, she half turned away with a still, cold gesture; for the tears 

were choking her, and he disliked a weeping woman. 

But even as she turned from the groping question in his eyes, 
suddenly, as in a blinding flash of li ht, the deep mother-heart of 
the woman realized that i aL, too, was bot as one of her 

little ones;—wounding with awkward, blundering touch, and cruel, 

as children are, through lack of insight, not wanton heartlessness! 

And when her children had hurt her she had always quietly 

hidden the hurt and crushed back the tears because—they cata not 
understand! 

Resolutely steadying voice and lips she turned to meet the ques- 
tion in her Hocbond'¢ eyes. 

“J was a little homesick,” she explained, wondering dimly why 

the tension at her heart that had ached through the years was sud- 

denly loosed; “and I thought, as I could not go South, I would try 

to bring a breath of the South to us here in the North.” 
“Fomesick!”? her husband repeated in surprise. ‘“ Why, Kath- 

erine, I did not know you were ever homesick! But next year, if 

you still long for the South, you must revisit the old home. Yes, 

next year, we can afford the trip!” 
He spoke with the firm, quiet surety of fulfilment that was so 

characteristic of all his plans, and the woman only faintly smiled 

as she dreamily echoed his words: “‘Next year.” 

But as her glance slipped from her husband’s face to the happy, 

unconscious faces of her children, Katherine’s steady lips quivered, 

and the grave gentleness in the dark eyes deepened to passionate 

yearning. 
“Next year!” 
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JOAQUIN MILLER: HIS LIFE AND HIS ART: 
BY HENRY MEADE BLAND 

CVs T IS high noon. A tall, straight, blue-eyed, long- 
a white-haired man in cattle-man’s hat, with high 

ca { leather boots, stands on the porch of a little chapel- 
shaped lodge. There are wild oats, poppies, roses, 

| acacia, cypress around him in a nlen which has 
Long |) been his special care for more than twenty years. 

A linnet is Yuilding in the leaves above his head. An 
apple spray swings down almost touching his face. A red nastur- 
tium climbs the wall behind him. A grosbeak is whistling in the 
forest on the hill back of the lodge. ‘there is a soft Pacific breeze 
blowing. With the silence of an Todian he stands fascinated by the 
panorama upon which he looks from his kingly height—a pano- 
rama of the City of San Francisco, its Bay and the Golden Gate. 
He drops to a seat on the rock steps ahi still gazes, dream-sub- 
merged. A schoolmaster is coming up by the stone wall along the 
trail to the Chapel. The musing of the tall, white-haired man is 
broken and he greets his guest: “Well, well! How goes the battle, 
my Son?” 

The man of dreams is Joaquin Miller. Since daybreak he has 
been lying in bed braced with pillows, covered with his Arctic robes, 
with primitive goose-quill pen putting in the best part of the day 
writing. And now his work on the hills—nurturing trees—is about 
to begin. 

This quiet, oe life has not always been the daily 
routine of Joaquin Miller. The curios, the pictures, the animal 
skins, the knives and pistols in the little room behind him tell of 
another day when the sun of adventure was full upon him. It is 
the autumn of the second cycle of his life now. The first began in 
an emigrant wagon “‘on the Wabash, Indiana, seventy years ago,” 
so he says. From the first, he seemed predestined for every sort of 
experience so that he might record every phase of emotion. In the 
emigrant wagon began the training of this poet, writer and philoso- 
pher. After clearing a farm in the wilderness of the Wabash, for 
four years the Miller family held their way behind an ox team, stop- 
ping, now here now there, to give Father Hulings Miller time to ply 

his work as teacher and missionary among the Indians, till at last 
in Oregon they came to the verge of the sun-down seas and could 
go no further. What an experience for the boy with the brain so 
sensitive that it imaged every detail of the long journey! 

When thirteen years old there was no dream too wild for the boy 
to attempt to realize. There was gold for the picking up, so he 
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THE POET OF THE SIERRAS 

heard, at the foot of Mount Shasta. He must get some for father 
and mother; it was his time to help now. 

So he is off to the mines. To tien the new country is the reali- 
zation of a dream-world. He is entranced by the snowy eternal 
whiteness of Shasta. The wild life of the bronco buster on the cara- 
vansary trail from Mexico and Arizona to the Shastan Gold Gulches 
captivates him. Now a real battle with the Indians finds him pierced 
with an arrow, falling even as one of his own heroes falls, at the 
side of old Gibs as the Modocs are driven from Castle Crags. At 
the age of fourteen it is with the Indian himself he lives, kod in the 
deep silences of the Sierra he attunes himself to Indian lore and 
instinct, becoming as one of the red denizens of the forest. There 
he loves and marries an Indian princess, living in keenest sympathy 
with the romantic life of the nomad. In a skirmish with the whites 
—for the Modocs fought relentlessly for their hunting grounds— 
Death takes from him the Indian maiden, thus bringing about his 
return to his own people. 

BECOMES a teacher in the mining camps, a student of 
law at home in Oregon; a wandering traveler in Central and 
South America, a mounted express messenger carrying mails 

and packages to the snow-beleaguered miners of Shasta. Later one 
finds him an editor, judge of the Bicetior Court in Oregon, and then 
at last, having all this time singing in his heart the unbodied song, 
—for he had already thought and studied carefully enough to know 
that he could speak in numbers,—with his first volume under his 
arm, he lands in San Francisco, his career as a poet begun. With 
the rainbow of glory ever before his eye he is off for London, where 
he finds many friends and admirers. 

This age of adventure is not yet over. He treks on, with the 
wide sod as his highway,—Paris, Rome, Florence, Athens, Egypt 
and the pyramids, Jerusalem, and the journey seems about to end, 
for there is a strange sigh for rest as his soul. He has drunk 
to the lees the draught of experience, and yearns for a quiet nook 
in which to stay in peace. 

The city of Florence is chosen and the building of the material 
kingdom is begun. Heretofore his life has been the hurry of the 
camp and the trail; now it is to be rest and contemplation under 
the vine and olive. But not yet! The little tract of land near the 
Dantean City is malarial. Juno, as she was wont with Latona, is 
still angry with his muse and will allow no rest. Malarial airs have 
him in their grasp, and again he moves on. This time it is for the 
home land, and oe a while he abides by the marvel of sun-down 
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seas. ‘Then we find him tree-planting on the isle of Yerba Buena 
(Goat Island) in San Francisco Bay; for he believes his country- 
men should learn to plant forests, and he, a humble teacher, would 
give them a first lesson, would lead them in celebrating a first great 
arbor day. His trees are planted, and flourish for a brief spring 
month; but there is no water to tide them over the long dry sum- 
mer, and autumn finds the saplings crisp and dry. 

Finally the delectable mountains are found in the low, round, 
rich, flowery hills east of the Bay. The very ile is romantic; for 
John C. Fremont, even before the days of gold, has stood on its 
eminence and named the shining strait from the Bay to the Pacific 
Golden Gate. Here in the multitudinous varying glory he begins 
to build. He is at home at last. 

Since eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, Joaquin Miller has 
lived on “The Heights.”” The place has been peculiarly adapted to 
his nature. He desired most of all its loneliness for contemplation. 
He needed to go apart to “pray;”’ he desired to dream a social 
dream such as might transcend the Utopia of More or the Republic 
of Plato, and so Ee began the building of the City Beautiful, the 
City which is at once the City of his mind and the City of his leafy, 
flowery hills. 

OAQUIN MILLER’S first aim was to make his home one of 
J memories. As he worked he seemed ever to revolve in his mind, 

“Come, let us joy together, let us create a realm of beautiful 
associations.” The hills about his home were round and grassy, 
with here and there a projecting oa Selecting the roundest, 
rassiest, he planted cypress in form of a gigantic cross facing the 

fond stretches of the bay and hills of San ‘Francisco. The cypress 
grew and those who look for the cross can see, from the cities below, 
this evergreen emblem of steadfastness. He built with his own 
hands, for he believes in work. “The best way,’’ he says, “‘to learn 
about the beauty and glory and magnificence of nature is to work 
with hands as well as with head. Help a rose, even a blade of grass, 
to grow more beautiful and you will be a partner with God.” 
*The rocks of his hills he hewed and shaped into memorials of 

his heroes and friends. Being a steadfast admirer of the old Jewish 
Law he remembered the Hebrew law-maker Moses with a solid 
pyramid of granite; Fremont, who had once, too, gazed entranced 
from the heights, he honored with a solid block of masonry; while 
his poet-friend, Robert Browning, is recalled by the citadel erected 
on the highest point of the homestead. Year after year the tree 
planting has progressed till the smooth green hills have been hidden 
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deep beneath a forest of cypress, pine, eucalyptus and acacia. Care- 
fully are the poe ae Wataeod in summer, and carefully are they 
guarded from the hill-fires in autumn. 

Twice, during the years he has lived on “‘The Heights,” the poet’s 
old love for adventure has mastered him. The Chinese War with 
Japan drew him across the Pacific; the rush for gold to the Klon- 
dike woke the fever of old Shasta mining days, and he was off to 
Alaska; but the stay in either case was short and he was soon again 
in the peace of the hills. 

When we turn to the art Joaquin Miller practices we find two 
as contrasting as singularly as his wild adventurous life of 
the early period contrasts with the serene, contemplative, mystic 
element of his second life period. In his style these elements con- 
tinually recur; the robust spirit of Western adventure with the 
mysticism that would see beyond the stars. 

In his early poems “The Arizonian,” “The Tale of the Tall 
Alcalde,” and With Walker in Nicaragua,” there is a reflection of 
his own wild romantic life in the Sierras. Even the rhythm of the 
stanzas is peculiar to him, having the swing suited to the rugged- 
ness of the theme. Thus, in “The Arizonian:” 

“One time in the night as the black wind shifted, 
And a flash of lightning stretched over the stream, 
I seemed to see far with brown hands lifted— 
Only seemed to see as one sees in a dream.” 

Or in “The Tale:” 
“The feast was full, and the guests afire, 
The shaven priest, and the portly squire, 
The solemn judge, and the smiling dandy, 
The duke, and the don, and the commandante.” 

Every story is passionate, full of color, joy in nature; daring, 
tragic, with an atmosphere of the land he wrote in. It was the pas- 
sion that made him seem to the English like Byron; but it was not 
this Byronic characteristic which made the English love Miller. In 
his verse they heard the sighing of western breezes, and saw the 
colors of flower and hill silt smelled the balsam of pine and red- 
wood, and so they lifted up their faces and looked and loved. 

O UNDERSTAND the fiber of Joaquin Miller’s art we must 
\ look to the adventure and romance of his life. One by one 

he has portrayed his experiences, varying the thought with 
every shade of poetic music. The ability to feel is a preéminent 
characteristic, for he has run the whole gamut of the passions. His 
life has been dominated by a desire for adequate expression. Even 
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in dress he has stood apart. The tall boots, the sombrero, the furred 
and colored coats all tell the same story. His poems reflect the 
rhythm of his being. They all mirror himself. His prose, too, mir- 
rors his life or is symbolic of what he would have Himself be. iu 
have a Byronic love of being the hero of all I write,” he says. His 
mountain home, “The Heights,” symbolizes what he would have 
the world be in philosophy, in reverence, in simplicity, in healthful 
life. Here is his art, his poetry, his love combined. 

In education Joaquin Miller is a combination of the self-made, 
with the best that the pioneer College of Oregon, Columbia, could 
give. He was Biomnuskly taught by his father and mother, who 
never, even in the long pilgrimage from East to West, neglected 
the education of their little girl and the three boys. His mind was 
busy in the intense life of the gold camps, and on the mule drives 
from the south to Shasta, Mountain Ike, a queer combination of 
college graduate and cowboy, taught him the rudiments of Latin. 
He put the rude songs of the miners into music long before a line 
was published, and he caught the miners’ grim humor: 

“Now Sampson he was a mighty man, 
A mighty strong man was he; 
But he lost his ait and he lost his eyes 
And also his liber-tee! 
For a woman she can do more with a man 
Than a king and his whole arm-ee!” 

So runs one of these rhymes written in the early years. Likewise 
he caught the miners’ strange solemnity. Thus, in “Forty-Nine,” 

“We are wreck and stray, 
We are cast away, 
Poor battered hulks and spars, 
But we hope and pray, 
On the fiderient day, 
We shall strike it up in the Stars.” 

YRON and Burns were his poetic idols and it was the mag- 
netism of their song that bred in him the desire to worship 
at their shrine. This was his motive in the early pilgrimage 

to England. As he passed on his way to London through San Fran- 
cisco, he showed his work to the fastidious critic, Bret Harte, who 
saw no good in it; but the scathing review Bret Harte wrote of 
“Joaquin et al.” was at his own request destroyed by Ina Coolbrith 
when she remonstrated at the harshness of the criticism, and Miss 
Coolbrith wrote¥a favorable critique which was published in the 
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Overland. It was doubtless an imperfect technique that Bret Harte 
objected to. In England, Joaquin Miller was lucky enough to win 
the kindly support of Sir Charles Dilke, Editor of the Atheneum, 
who aided the poet in weeding error in form from his lines. No 
doubt this aid was of inestimable value, for today Joaquin Miller is a 
careful worker, and shapes and prunes his verse with great thought. 

There are, as may be expected, strong differences eee Jon: 
quin Miller’s later and earlier verse. The early poems were tragic 
stories; in the later verse, while the lyric strongly persists, a deep 
moral tone is found. Witness ‘For Those Who Fail,” “The Bray- 
est Battle,” “‘Columbus,”’ ‘Lines to Byron,” “Lines to Tennyson,” 
“The Fortunate Isles.” It will be noted that his later verse is short. 
This is because the dramatic has ceased its appeal and in its place 
has come a reverence for the mystical, the philosophical, the beau- 
tiful. His instinct as a teacher has at last become dominant and he 
dedicates his muse to the expression of the moral lesson which he 
feels will uplift humanity. 

It is also in this spirit that his greatest prose work, “The Build- 
ing of the City Beautiful,’ has been written. 

The story is semi-autobiographical and begins by telling how 
the hero met in Jerusalem, a wonderfully beautiful woman who, 
also a dreamer, but at the same time practical, was collaborating 
with Sir Moses Montefiore in his attempts to rehabilitate the Jewish 
race in a new Jerusalem. 

Common interests and thoughts draw the two, and they plan 
together. The poet loves the woman but his affection is slightly 
returned at first. When the two separate, each to chisel an ideal 
vision, the poet is given to understand that his love is returned. 

The hero now drifts to the Golden Gate and there on the Mist 
Hills begins the building. The work is slow. He plants and waters; 
but results are meagre. His neighbors impose on him, considering 
him but an idler, and expecting, when his fancies shall have ex- 
hausted, to divide the spoils of his work among them. But the 
dreamer goes on, and like Tolstoi, uses the Sermon on the Mount 
as the foundation of his structure. This wonderful chain of wisdom 
and righteousness he interprets literally. When smitten on one 
cheek, he turns the other. He gives without resistance both coat 
and cloak to one who would forcibly take them. 

N THE midst of the building, his “‘New Arcadia” comes to him. 
I Suffice to say it is a dream. In this city of vision all sects and 

parties have been fused; nature has been conquered; the desert 

made to blossom as the rose; there is music such as was never heard 
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on sea or land; there is love far surpassing the loves of this earth; 
there is “peace that passeth all understanding.” 

In «The Building of the City Beautiful” we are reminded of 
the philosophic aspect of the poet’s mind, and see clearly the serious 
purpose that raves his latter-day work. He has never lost the in- 
stinct to teach, which showed itself in early mining days. In fact, 
the miscellaneous foot-notes to the poems in the complete volume 
of eighteen hundred and ninety-seven are a treasury of wisdom for 
the aspiring writer. 

His lyre has echoed with every form of thought: wit, humor, 
scorn, satire, symbol. Where shall we go for more biting sarcasm 
than in the following from “Adios” ? 

“Grew once a rose within my room 
Of perfect hue. of perfect health; 

Of such perfection and perfume 
It filled my poor house with its wealth. 

Then came the pessimist who knew 
Not good or grace, but overthrew 
My rose, and in the broken pot 
Nosed fast for slugs within the rot. 

He found, fund with exulting pride 
Deep in the loam, a worm, a slug; 

The while my rose-tree died.” 

The world has not yet taken the full measure of Joaquin Miller, 
for human weakness has stood too much in the way to give Time 
clear vision. Yet it is not too much to prophesy that, as the years 
pass, he will be given a secure place among the poets of the nine- 
teenth and twentieth centuries "eh may be called great. 
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THE RETURN 

VIS is my home, mine own abiding place! 
Mine be tts loneliness! Mine is its grace! 
These pines my father set, he curved the road, 

The cherokees he twined, and when the load 
Of years o’ercame him, here at nae would wait 
His collies, whining by the broad-browed gate. 

The mocking birds are singing on the vines! 
A hush of mystery is in the pines! 

The great white house is like a shrine to me; 
Across the lovely valley to the sea 
My mother looked, as though her patient eyes 
Might somehow sight his sail against the skies. . . . 

Long have I loved the lure of unknown lands; 
“Long loved the wind that blows o’er alien sands! 

Yet now I find no night too far away 
To hear his faithful Hees no distant day 
So rare and beautiful I do not see 
Her eyes that seem to search for him and me. 

My home! Shall I alone forget thy oe 
When birds return, and where his collies wait? 

WINIFRED WEBB. 
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DOOR” SLEEPING the hangings of such a camp are, of choice, 

r washable, so that with a little care in pack- 
EOPLE of the country seeking larger jing things up for their winter’s rest the 
life have poured into the cities until task of getting the place in livable order 
conditions there have become almost each spring is a small matter. With elab- 
intolerable. The cramped quarters orate houses the opening and closing of 

igs ‘ip aageed by many oe % oe is a labor that mars the pleasure of 
ive on the same square foot of ground, the summer’s enjoyment, that makes a 

the nervous pers tapeteave to bg’ trouble of what should be a great pleasure. 
wishes to swim with the current (or per- The first of the summer camp houses is 
haps a little in advance of it), the ener- constructed of logs placed in ae upright 
vating result of the ceaseless noise of ever- position. These logs can be of chestnut, 
restless traffic, have now combined to drive cedar, oak or whatever wood is most con- 
many people away from the city and into the venient to the land it is to be built upon. 
country again. . . If chestnut the bark should be removed, if 

A whiff of sweet air, the sight of a bunch cedar it may be left on. Logs from which 
of wid flowers in some ao Mae S the bark is removed weather to a beautiful 
hand awakens us to a new desire, makes us rich tone, one impossible to duplicate by a 
realize that we have shackles on our feet and stain. The chinking is of Bortad conical 
have ey forgotten nature’s kindly and sand (one part cement and three parts 
ways, that we are working and existing : Se 
but not living. We desire to get out of ha ———— 
this benumbed condition, we feel the need He | ext | i 
of the wilderness and crave the tonic of a tl] | a ot lI 
rough life. Not that we may become (Hy | | i 

drones or cease the struggle, but that we ie | fear] . 
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The growing desire for country homes, il | Bay ed ne ie < HT 
the tendency toward an outdoor summer (Mace | + 
life is everywhere apparent. Prophets have II | l 
declared that cities will soon be centers for __|ff JLuviis Rohs, ih 
business only and that everyone will have iT ot — ii 
his home in the country. har | i , 

It is not possible for all people to have as ace 
commodious a summer home as they de- Se ESS 
sire, but it is quite possible for many peo- 
ple to get a bit of land and put up an inex- PERGSLA PORCH 
pensive house that will be comfortable, ID“"OxS2- oO" 
tasteful and satisfactory. 

We have planned, therefore, for this ls: x we ‘| 
month two houses that are to be used as i FLOOR PLAW FOR CRAPTeMe 
summer camps; houses that can be built in SUMMER LOG HOUSE! No. 121. 
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A CRAFTSMAN SUMMER LOG HOUSE, WITH THE ENTIRE UP- 

PER FLOOR ARRANGED FOR OUTDOOR SLEEPING: NO. 121. 

LIVING ROOM IN THIS LOG HOUSE, SHOWING FIREPLACE 

AND BUILT-IN SEAT. 
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CRAFTSMAN SUMMER LOG HOUSE, WITH UPPER FLOOR 

PARTIALLY OPEN FOR COOL SLEEPING SPACE: NO. 122, 

LIVING ROOM IN LOG HOUSE NO. 122; THE INTERIOR 
WALLS SHOWING THE LOGS IS MOST PICTURESQUE. 
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sand), and, therefore, perma- jt 3—_—.~— ——— ——e 
nent, Te will tke a stan the =—— ————— 
the logs if desired or will f | 
weather with them to a soft FAITCHEAL| 
natural luster that nature ign PS TOON 10-6 «20-0] || 
alone knows how to impart. et ‘eo : 
The shingles on the roof [RRMP>% [->--------pp->------~—---}i H 
should be split instead of MiAAC 4 i. 
sawed, for when sawed a nap Fim 4 = é | 
is left which discolors, turning fl ad d bet 
them a sad-looking dark [ he ry | 
brown instead of the soft We - fee BSET HTS | Lb / 
colors that time gives the split (=== === 4 f 
shingles. The logs can be 
hewn if desired, though where oven este 
they fit together they will give Pe 
better bond, will hold the ce- | { 
ment chinking better, if left 2 ma ny ms ml 
unhewn, which means greater permanence. FLOOR PLAN FOR LOG HOUSE No. 122. 

That this house may be constructed as someness and delight attendant upon such 
cheaply as possible there is only one chim- slumber. Simply a half-open window will 
ney in the plan, which is a considerable not be enough after once “sleeping out of 
saving of time and expense. The main room doors.” Arranging so that the curtains 
is to be used as the dining room, or the table can be drawn back when not needed as 
could be set under the trees in pleasant dressing screens will be appreciated by all 
weather. who know that the more oxygen we breathe 

The windows are casement which are the less we are affected by heat or cold. 
much cheaper than double-hung windows It is the oxygen permeating our lungs that 
and can be easily removed and screens in- keeps us warm, and even in the winter a 
serted for the summer months. The board fully open window will assure us more body 
floor can be made of North Carolina pine warmth than one open only an inch or so. 
or of yellow pine. In lieu of bathrooms, which are not only 

The second house is built of logs also, difficult to have installed so far from the 
but placed horizontally instead of perpen- haunts of plumbers, but which also add ma- 
dicularly. The treatment of logs, windows  terially to the cost of a small house, the 
and floor is the same as for the first house, pools of nearby brooks can be enclosed or 
but the roof is Ruberoid instead of shingles. screened in, affording a delightful bath in 

The main feature of both houses is the running water. Or if the camp is near the 
open sleeping room. Now that people are ocean or a river, a swim is better than any 
finding that there is a charm, a healthful- possible porcelain tub! Portable bathtubs 
ness in sleeping out of doors not to be ex- can be installed if desired, for wherever 
perienced in any indoor bedroom, the sleep- there is a house in the wilds there is sure 
ing porch has come to be a part of almost to be some system of spring or running 
every country home. water by which the house can be supplied. 

Curtains of duck can be placed in the The living rooms shut out as little of the 
windows to shut out rain or heavy winds. outside world as possible, for they are well 
Batten blinds for the winter can be made supplied with windows. Seats can be built 
of North Carolina sheeting and if fastened in all around these rooms if desired, of 
on the inside with hooks will be weather- rustic to harmonize with the rest of the 
proof as well as a protection from people room. These seats can be lockers in which 
who see no difference between “mine and to store things which are not needed as 
thine.” “ornaments” in the room, or to hold the bed- 

Curtains can be run on wires or wooden ding in winter. 
poles in those open sleeping rooms, separat- All the furniture can be of rustic also, 
ing the one large room into as many small which is not only eminently — suitable 
dressing rooms as desired. A short trial of for such a house, but is within the cabinet- 
sleeping where the air has free circulation making possibilities of the members of the 
will convince even the skeptic of the whole- family. To make rustic furniture needs 
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CRAFTSMAN SUMMER LOG HOUSES 

very little skill, a practical knowledge of near water will not stand the heat of the 

bracing being the chief.requirement, and it fire, so the fireplace must be lined with fire- 
is excellent practice for the amateur car- brick. 

penter. Andirons can be made out of rods of iron, 

Chairs, tables, beds, even the candlesticks but if the camp is far from the reach of even 

can be made of rustic, and part of the pleas- iron rods, or if time is lacking to make 

ure of a camp in the wilds is to fit it as them as soon as needed, wet green logs will 

completely as possible without having to serve the purpose admirably. They will not 

transport furnishings from the city. only be a long time in burning but will 

With such a camp, hospitality can be ex- give out a great deal of heat. Trappers 

tended indefinitely by means of tents, for and woodsmen use these green logs in pref- 

with a central, large living room and a_ erence to stone, for the stone might split 

kitchen, tent bedrooms can be annexed and injure the eyes of those gathered about 
under nearby trees. Hammocks can be _ the fire. 
swung to afford sleeping accommodations Such permanent camps as those suggest- 

for “week-end” parties, which always ex- ed here can be the outcome of tenting vaca- 

ceed one’s expectations in vacation time. tions, for families who are accustomed to 

Sleeping bags under the trees give endless tenting in the same locality year after year 

joy and health for the “boy scouts” of the can themselves erect such a house as part of 

family and their school guests, and cots can the summer’s fun and experience. They pro- 

be installed on the covered porches. So vide a place for assembling in rainy weath- 

that given an inclosed living room with a er and a storeroom for the tents and their 

fireplace to cheer during rainy weather, and furnishings during the winter. 
a convenient kitchen, these summer camps The pleasure of building a home is not to 

can make possible a vacation for many be compared with any other sort of pleasure. 

people. Home-building belongs to the primitive fac- 

Fireless cookers can easily be made with _ulties; it is a natural instinct for man to 

a box, two or three pails with tight-fitting build his own home. “There is the same 

lids, and sawdust, straw or excelsior. fitness in a man’s building his own home,” 

Housework is greatly simplified by these says Thoreau, “that there is in a bird’s 
cookers. The cereal for breakfast can be building its own nest. Who knows but if 

started the night before while the dinner men constructed their own dwellings with 
is being cooked, and put into the fireless their own hands and provided food for 

cooker. When taken out next morning it themselves and families simply and honest- 
is ready for breakfast. Large pieces of ly enough, the poetic faculty would be uni- 
meat, soups, vegetables that require much versally developed, as birds universally 
cooking, can all be cooked in this fireless sing when they are so engaged?” And he 
stove to the great improvement of the flavor says somewhere else “Shall we forever re- 
of the food as well as the saving of time sign the pleasure of construction to the car- 
and labor. penter?” To read his description of his 

Cultivated flowers would be, of course, ‘homemaking, his deliberate choosing of the 
much out of place in such a camp, so ferns trees to be felled, the way he dug the cel- 
or any wild flowers or small shrubs can be lar and built the chimney, is to become en- 
transplanted around the house.  thused with his joy of it all, and perhaps 

For vines against the chimney or over the there is much truth in his statement that we 
pergola nothing could be more satisfactory might find out how to sing if we would 
than the wild grape. Its perfume, color and build our own homes. Why, as he says, 

the decorative quality of its leaves afford should we imitate the rare, unloved excep- 
endless delight. And there is the wild tions in the lives of birds and animals who 
honeysuckle, clematis, cucumber and many live in homes of someone else’s making? 
other native vines which will bear trans- We must find the joy that comes with the 
planting and will also be able to stand the exercising of our muscles, the satisfaction 
winter without having to be protected. that comes as we see the thought of our 

The fireplaces being of the simplest pos- minds taking shape before us. We should 
sible construction can be made by the owner relish any life or occupation that developes 
of the camp from stones gathered from the our ingenuity, our judgment, that makes 
ground on which the house stands, or from our muscles firmer, our brain keener. 
the brook or river side. Stones gathered ‘Any outdoor experience, whether the play 
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THE NEED OF HAPPINESS 

of vacation time or the work of it, the THE NEED. OF HAPPINESS 
building of the camp, making of the furni- HERE is.a proverb from some wise 
ture, cutting the wood for the camp fires, » nation to the effect that “Fortune 
invigorates, refreshes our minds and bodies. comes in at the smiling door,” and 
We become stronger, more alive to every there is much truth in the statement 
detail of life, and we are more fitted to that happiness is a magnet that attracts unto 
“battle magnificently against odds,” with itself more and more happiness. People 
every day spent out of doors. ae never tire of adding a bit of pleasure to Everyone who has spent much of his life the life of one who is already amply pro- 
in the woods or in open-air pursuits, ex-  yided with this beloved quality. There is a 
perienced the solitude of early mountain peculiar comfort in giving flowers to some- 
mornings, the quiet of evenings by the sea, Gne who loves them and already has a gar- 
knows that he is storing up an immense den full. Rich people receive gifts that 
vitality of brain and body. We should go they are not in need of, while the poor are 
as often as possible to the country, live passed by. And much of this is because 
there as long as possible, and so refill the good fortune likes to knock at a smiling 
treasure-house of our magnetic force which door, it seems to give abundantly where 
is so depleted by the confusion, the strain of the treasury is already full. 

a city life. To sleep out of doors if pos- Every joy seems to attend the step of him 
sible, under the open sky or the canopy of who springs buoyantly along the highways 
trees, or if one is not rugged enough for and byways of the world. 
this, then to rest under the protection of the A certain poet whose creed is joy has 
sleeping porch, is to drive old age, ill health, declared that no medicine is so potent in 
“nerves” far into the background. One healing the mind and body of man, that no 
learns unconsciously to move less nervously, Jeyer is so effective in prying out a be- 
to think more sanely, if much in the pres- mired chariot, no magnet so strong to coax 
ence of Nature, for we are imitators and fall wisdom, wealth, love to dwell as friends 
easily under the spell of her tranquillity. close to his side, as just joy. 

With such simple houses where work “To covet nothing but kindness of 
may be reduced to a minimum of joy, and heart,” is to have this joy; to give gener- 
health exalted to the utmost, where we can ously rather than to beg eloquently, to 
become acquainted with the furry and gtrive and to enjoy the struggle rather 
feathered wood-folk, where afternoon teas than to whine because of the load, is to 
are honored by the presence of robin, know joy. 
wren, thrush, who chat pleasantly but gos- We lose joy when we fix envious eyes 
sip never, where we can get wordless yet upon something we have not, instead of 
comprehended messages from tree, flower, placing them lovingly upon the one small 
cloud, water, where dress is plain and fare meager little trifle we may already possess. 
wholesome—there comes a new sense of Jf Jove increases with loving, it is equally 
living. It is not idleness to sit still in the true that happiness increases with being 
shade of a beech tree and listen to the happy. 
melodious, soft voice of a brook, the rustle When Saadi was walking footsore and 
of leaves, the exultant song of bird. It is weary through the desert he complained 
not idleness to grow in grace, stature, bitterly because of the condition of his 
health, sympathy and larger understanding. feet, but after a time he came upon a beg- 

Our increasing restlessness as individu- gar who had no feet at all and immediately 
als and as a nation necessitates a tonic of he was ashamed, ceased his complaints and 
wild care-free life now and then and it can- rejoiced instead that he was able to pur- 
not be had in elaborately commissioned sue his journey. 
palaces, which are termed cottages for some To be happy is not to be dancing and 
unexplained reason. singing, it is to become quiet, at peace. It 

The strings of general life are strung too js to fix the mind upon the goal and travel 
tightly, and so pitched out of tune. They toward it, whether the way is difficult or 
will not respond to harmony in this strained not, It is progress, steady, sure, “to fight 
tautness. So it is good to spend the vaca- nor count the cost,” to simplify rather than 
tion, whether a day or summer, where enlarge one’s possessions, to appreciate the 
it is possible to relax, to muse, to think of joy of travelling rather than the joy of ar- 
simple things and simple beauties. riving. 
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PICTURESQUE TREATMENT OF WINDOWS 

PICTURESQUE TREATMENT ———— 

OF CITY WINDOWS ee 
OME homes need little decoration but Hi 

S the opening of their windows to make | Pot Lae 
them lovely, for the pictures framed ) 
by the casement are as so many Mo- ee ae 

nets hung upon the walls. And the winds Fs 1 
that enter are sweet with the perfume of Abe enced 
flowers, as sweet as fabled Persian rose \ | 
gardens or incense from temples of India. Po leo 
Curtains are flung wide and panes are | i } 
large that nothing may obscure the perfect i he ee 
view of the wonderful pageant of nature | 
that is a full year in passing by. | 

But there are other homes not So ae 
nate, for were the windows flung wide dis- ee eee eee 
tressing backyards, monotonous brick walls lies Ny eng Fi) 
or apartment house courts where the week’s a q at A ] 
wash of numerous families is perpetually | fet nee (| ] A i : : lim Nee HM displayed in nerve-wracking confusion, _——————— ——— 
would greet and offend the eye. oa 

So the treatment of city windows must WINDOW SHOWING JAPANESE TREATMENT OF 
be carefully considered, and if after earnest WOOD STRIPS AND CARVED WOOD PANEL (No. 3). 
effort on our part we fail to find a satisfac- from the casement, until a perfect propor- 
tory solution of this important problem, it tion is obtained. The next important line 

- will be well for us to turn to the Japanese is the single horizontal one at the bottom, 
for inspiration. A window in their hands is for its distance up from the sill is a de- 
sometimes so decorative, so attractive, that termining line of balance. The cross-bars 
the lack of a view through it is not felt. at the top are not so important. The 

They have a way of handling bamboo or sketch was made from a bay window treat- 
small strips of wood that touches the imag- ed in this manner and an additional note 
ination. It is impossible to pass by one of of interest was the strips of bamboo that 
these bamboo-finished windows without were set across the top and allowed to pro- 
giving it a second glance, for its beauty is ject beyond the window into the room for 
compelling and not to be overlooked. about eight inches. From the outermost 

The Japanese make the window interest- strip was hung a lantern which completed 
ing whether there is a fine view or not, and the charming decoration. 
none can deny that a suitable frame en- Vines could be grown in such a window 
hances the beauty of the picture it encloses. and allowed to twine in and out through 
If, however, the outlook is not all that could the overhead trellis and drop down now 
be desired they hang a transparent silk of and then, giving an outdoor aspect to the 
sunlight yellow, or stretch creamy rice whole end of the room. Especial note must 
paper back of the bamboo, be made of the method of construction, for 

Their placing of bamboo in squares or the strips are tied together with twine—this 
oblongs, in panels perpendicular -or hori- tying not only being the easiest way to hold 
zontal, is worthy of study, for it is full of the strips in place but adding a little in- 
decorative charm. An illustration is given terest of its own. 
(No. 1) of a window where the two upright The second illustration gives another 
strips of bamboo are set quite close to- method of using these slender bamboo 
gether on either side of the window, help- poles, one that is easily adapted to win- 
ing to give an effect of height. If this de- dows of any size. The perfect square when 
sign is to be adapted to our own city win- used in trellis form is always attractive, 
dows it would be well to experiment care- and the breaking of the lower corners of 
fully with the placing of these perpendicu- the squares gives a sense of airiness quite 
lar pieces. Try them quite close together in keeping with the arbor design. These 
and some distance from the casement, then strips are also tied together, the string be- 
try them close together, but further away ing crossed as shown. 
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PICTURESQUE TREATMENT OF WINDOWS 

The third illustration shows  mpesssssesepeepeeeeeepe ———__ —_—~— 

the use of small square strips Meh hen =) Toh ci cet 
of wood halved together in ae To LL 
oblong panels. The window |S 4579 rt tae eo 
is covered with this pan- | t he Bn 

eling, with the exception of an |) R= See a_i v= rt | 
openwork carved panel of a re | | Hy yl We) 
wood at the bottom. Back of ‘dite a ee es ohn 
this charming grill is stretch- ‘Tl | 1, 5 % a | Hl is | 
ed Habutai or Shikii silk of a 2 Mtl | zh i, | tlt 
soft yellow, which gives an ef- | i ‘ AE | i | 
fect of sunlight in the room. i f | | | d 
These Japanese silks are ir tT | - | “Te 
transparent, letting the light tH | ik | . | ] 

enter yet shutting out the un- i |S ‘ i 
sightly backyard of some ten- WN is (xo. 2.) I 
ant whose carelessness in mat- i ai 

ters of neighborly considera- i JAPANESE TREATMENT FOR SQUARE CITY 
tion is much to be regretted. |! i! WINDOW: BAMBOO POLES. TIED WITH 
The creamy Japanese rice { CORDS AT EACH SECTION. 

paper could be used to advantage in lieu of oyed Japanese silks that can be used to ad- 

silk if desired. _.. vantage in such a window. There are also 
ne eee ee Se Bee the Madras nets with adaptable patterns, and 

consisting in the proportions of the spaces rain gauze with figures of rich de- 
: . . 1 . 

teuethes, a Uitat caine: work that feeatig. 712%) Of hese eclgns: shown. could be 
factory ‘wherever used. The silk used in ae out by fie bee ig 
this instance was a plain Hikaga with the at th a , ic © Sra hen "h ac ng 4 

birds appliquéd upon it so that there could a eee ae od on ese we tout 
be no mistake about the placing of the ean be made to order at a cost of about 
birds in the design. Again we must $1.50 a window. The silks vary in price, 
acknowledge the skill of the Japanese in but the average is about $1.50 a yard. The 
the way of handling spaces. The birds are Hikaga, however, is only 95 cents and the 

playing in natural joyous flight, so that the Japanese hand-stenciled silks, 75 cents a 

entire composition is graceful as a whole yard. ; 
yet each panel is perfect in itself, the birds Now, if you have no brick wall to shut 
not being in the center, but in some corner, Out of sight,—which almost means that you 
and one panel being left empty, which is live in the country,—these designs can be 
equal to the effective pause that musicians sed to advantage in many other ways. A 
use in their compositions. bathroom window treated as shown in il- 

There are various hand-stenciled de-  lustration number four would take the 

signs of flowers or birds in the many col- place of stained glass generally used, and 

pS be much more individual and satisfactory. 
a Or the bamboo shown in the second illus- 

ae | | SeareTion FOR tration could be used as a finish for double 

fl) cvcctmo. warn. doors between large rooms. 
| / se ROOM WINDOWS So many city windows, especially the 

i x wiTH WOOD old ones in lower New York, are glaringly 

yd eens. ane ose large or square or unmanageable, but 

, | wsep to Fitz treated as shown in the first illustration, 

iW ee SPACES AND THE with delicate silk to give soft glow to the 
} Be nti SIR: room, they would be transformed into ob- 

i jects of great interest. 
_ } Any of these designs can be carried out 

SSS in summer homes by using rustic, either in 
(suGGESTION No. 4.) small rounds or else half rounds, for some- 
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VACATION WITH A CAMERA 

ee oe oc VACATION WITH A CAMERA 
ee Spee EH =I LF asia cee VERY vacation is or should be en- 

rt igen a “{  joyed three times,—in anticipation, 
pa ec i Fo ks realization and _retrospection,—and 
is i rT x im ls MAN of these the last is perhaps the best 

Wee le. i Pte Sq |! of all. For the trails that memory travels 

Hayy? Sr eal Fe upon are pleasant indeed, leading us again 
i ay and again to the same charmed spot. Like 
| | | a ve children, we find a peculiar fascination in an 

he ait oft-repeated tale, providing, of course, the 
| | | ye wait tale is a good one or suits our fancy. And 

r a, so part of the fun of a vacation is the joy 
| | i (e! of re-living it in the telling of its delights 

7 to friends. If the friends are inclined to 

oe mee be skeptical about the size of the trout 

1 ‘a caught with a brown Hackle or bent pin, 

cee -— the beauty of the woods near the hotel or 

ss = a the charm of the home you visited, the 

JAPANESE BAMBOO LATTICE winpow witn length of the wildcats you saw, the coolness 
VINES TRAINED OVER THE GRILL TO HIDE uN- Of the swimming pool, the fleetness of the 
PLEASANT VIEW FROM CITY WINDOW: NO. 1. sailing boat, the magnificence of the 

times the sun shines too ardently for com- touring car, what satisfaction could be 
fort and so must be subdued in some way. greater than to be able to say “Here is a 

To produce beautiful lines in a room is photograph,—see for yourself!” 
not difficult if one starts from the begin- Such an argument is most effective, 
ning, planning all details carefully, but to silencing doubts forever, for is it not said 
transform a badly lighted or poorly propor- that “cameras never lie?” At least they do 
tioned room into a beautiful one is truly not default altogether from the truth, 
difficult. To produce an artistic effect in though they have a fiendish way of magnify- 

such a case requires a knowledge of the ing the freckles on our noses or subtract- 
art of proportion, an understanding of the ing all grace from a pose we imagined to be 
principles of design as applied to the use full of this alluring quality, and some peo- 
of spaces. In window treatment two par- ple have been known to hold their biggest 
allel bamboo poles can be so placed that the ‘“‘catch” rather nearer the camera’s record- 
height or width of the window is increased ing eye than is consistent with perfect re- 
or diminished to the desired proportion, and gard to perspective! It must also be ad- 
a little experimenting will enable one to mitted that cameras can never convey the 
achieve an arrangement which is satisfac- full beauty of the evening sky or the morn- 
tory because of perfect spacing. ing light or roguish smile of the baby. Nev- 

A study of the beauty gained by the ertheless they preserve for us many a beau- 
division of large spaces into smaller ones tiful day that might otherwise slip from our 
will be of value to whoever is striving to memory. We pin over our office desk a 
make some ungainly, barren room look liv- print of a quiet pool near which we lounged 
able and homelike, or to transform a crude for one delightful day, and the sight of it 
design into finished loveliness. often decoys us from the slough of our 

In fact by utilizing the many hints and  despondency or relieves our nervous ten- 
suggestions afforded by the Japanese treat- sion by its healing quietness. We are re- 

ment shown here, there seems no end to the _ freshed at sight of it, as with a plunge into 
delightful possibilities for home decoration, its soothing water. 
not only for windows but for any portion The camera should play a leading part 
of an interior that needs some artistic in all vacations because it portrays faith- 
handling to make it friendly and interesting. fully the main beauties of the brief jaunt 
And such a method simply goes to show into country life, enabling us to lengthen 
how much can be accomplished with unsat- out the pleasure of that valued, refreshing 
factory places if one can only bring into oasis amid the year’s merciless work. We 
the fitting and furnishing of them the qual- can, with its help, surround ourselves with 
ities of thoughtfulness, ingenuity and im- a goodly company of friends whose silent 
agination. ministrations comfort us continually. 
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IRRIGATION FOR GARDENS IN THE EAST 

IRRIGATION FOR EASTERN Peoria way to water the garden is first 
x to bank the dirt around the edge of it to the 

GARDENS height of three or four fithes, which can be 
KNOWLEDGE of irrigation as easily and quickly done with a hoe. Then 
practiced in the West would save turn the water slowly into this enclosure, 
many a little garden in the East letting the hose rest near the ground, per- 
from the droughts that visit them haps only raised a trifle by means of a small 

almost every season. We are rapidly awak- stone placed just under the nozzle. The 
ening to the need of the conservation of our leaves of the plants must not be wet, and 
water supply, to the wise use of this the water must not run with force enough 

precious power. And whenever maniscon- to harden the surface of the ground. It is 

fronted with a problem he can find some best to do the watering at night so that it 
way to solve it. can soak well down into the earth where it 

In the practice of irrigating our gardens is needed. Early the next morning the 
instead of “watering” them as we now do, ground should be raked over carefully, 
lies the solution of the problem as far as broken into fine particles, so that the 
the country is concerned, for a very little precious water cannot escape by evapora- 
water will irrigate a large garden. tion. 

Farmers nowadays place their trust in This is the secret of the success of irri- 
science instead of the dubious service of gation—that the leaves of the plants are not 
their lucky stars. They have investigated, wet—that the water be allowed to run 
with science as counselor, the subject of slowly over the ground and so penetrate 
watering the ground, and the results gained deeply, and that the ground be lightly but 
by what is called “dry farming” have as- thoroughly cultivated at the surface as soon 
tonished the world. The main factor that 5 it begins to harden or cake over. 
they have brought to general notice is that Another way to prevent the waste of 
evaporation of water from the soil must be Water, to keep it from running into the 
prevented, for it is not that there is a short- paths where it is not needed, is to dig a 
age of moisture in the ground but that it is _ little trench with the hoe around the plant 
unnecessarily wasted by evaporation. The at a distance from it that must be deter- 
success of the “dry farmer” depends upon mined by a knowledge of the extent of the 
the careful preparation of the soil, and upon oot growth of the particular plant, and run 
the method he uses to keep the moisture in the water slowly into this trench, letting it 
the soil until needed by the plants. The absorb into the ground. Some plants send 
evaporation of water is chiefly at the soil their roots almost straight down, so that 
surface, and since a loose, dry soil makes the trench could be dug within a few inches 
evaporation difficult, they keep the top inch of the plant. Others send out their roots 
or so of ground well pulverized, Fine- almost horizontally, so the trench should be 
grained soils lose the least amount of moist- dug far from the plant. The water should 
ure, so if the soil of your garden is nat- be allowed to soak into the soil where the 
urally heavy and coarse, the remedy is to foots can quickly and surely drink it. 
see to it that there are no cracks or large _ During the hot weather a plant is often 
chunks of dirt at the surface. It is some- killed or its beauty ruined by sprinkling the 
times wise to scatter straw or leaves over Plant itself instead of watering only the 
the garden during a very hot, dry spell, for roots, for the leaves open their pores to 
they help materially to keep the moisture absorb the water and are therefore more 
in the ground. sensitive to the direct rays of the sun, turn- 

Weeds, of course, drink as much of the ing brown when the sun touches them be- 

precious water as do the flowers or vege- fore they have closed. So they should 
tables, so the garden must be kept well never be watered in the morning during hot 
weeded. In dry weather roots go far down Weather. Plants can be trained to require 
into the soil in search of the water and water but once a week and they will thrive 
mineral foods so indispensable to their better if allowed to drink deeply at long in- 
growth, so the lack of rain will not mean tervals, than if given a little water every 
their death if they have been trained to be ay. : : li 

watered once a week or once in two weeks ,,2piTow's Novs-—The above, was written in 
instead of every night, as is so generally {hat we should furnish information that would 
supposed necessary throughout the East. help Eastern garden workers in dry weather. 
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SUPPLYING FAMILIES DIRECT FROM FARMS 
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GETTING NEARER THE CON- ; ONE _ MR. MC DONALD'S HENNERIES. 

SUMER: SUPPLYIN AMILIES sible and practicable to sell the products of 
M a) ING FAMILIES © the farm directly to families ; how he estab- I ctly 

DIRECTLY FROM THE FARM lished a farming plant and factory that are 
WITHOUT THE MIDDLEMAN: conducted on sound business methods; how 

Bag c * the work requiring skilled labor is done by 
BY W. H. JENKINS men trained in the agricultural schools; 

NeTReCriure we- fay ebeet 18 See how the motive power for driving the ma- 
tieoroducer’ ard enemies itachi chinery and lighting the equipment is a 
close? teseth a. ti lave ae private electric water plant on the farm. 
ae Breen Mininated in times This farmer, who is one of the pioneers in 

past the raw produce passed through the these: progressive methods, is J. T. MeDon- 
hands of the local buyers, the manufac- a a ane - ges ae im 
turer, the wholesale and retail dealers be- ae i" Toe Can é. Cornell iin: 
fore it reached the consumer. Now, because aity eid about Mr McDonald: “When he 

of bene sepohed with Foe ees camie in my cure and began to ask me ques- 

from the factories and large distributing ao poe ae oe cele 
houses, and we see the passing of the small Bailey to Mr McDonald’s farm . 
retail store, in both city and country. Mr. McDonald belon _ to the clase oF 

It is a fact that the staple articles of food, mepewho have been hone alonedintherauict 

such as butter, eggs, milk, meat and fruits, oF the fields, whose life has been svete 
Hee Te ee oclayed oh eee ae with nature much more than with men, and 

dealers ‘The ont . ay et : ec SOT who have used their time for meditation, 
their best fees Boe th 0 have these at investigation and demonstration. His farm 
faci The a Rest 36 me heen fon is located on a tributary of the Delaware 

: et river in Delaware County, N. Y., known 

ie producer wo ca mish ugh POMS ak Cre The ava soil log the 
i . stream, the upland pasture and the tim- 

pling ior ei en There  pered hillsides afford the right conditions 
. : : come when sup- for dairy farming. Here the most nutri- 

ee ae es aa ’ : antly. ne task which Ty cDonald set 
distributing house or factory, and the move- himself was to grow maximum crops of 

ment in this direction in the marketing of grass and realize the most for it in mar- 
country produce has been much slower. ketable products. He realized that the most 

The purpose of this article is to tell how staple products are a guaranteed fine quality 
one farmer has demonstrated that it is pos- of fancy fresh butter and eggs, and that 
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many families would be willing 4 | Pee FR ee 
: . or 3 mS 3 a J to pay for them as high a price as 33 io mare. /,. ele 

is received by the retailer of such 4 Ne Ree y ren £ RS 
_products in the city. He decided ae oR i ee ae aa 
to convert the natural crop of the @ arian V7 Ge ee es 
farm into these products and ship > : Fy i git: : 
them by express to families, when Ai a / VU a a 4 iii 
they were at their best. He began [ij baa i wae A 
with a herd of twenty-five cows Be beg La) i) rae ie and a small hennery to furnish ——— 5 EO Leg) Ve wale 
families in the cities, whose trade a % Bia. 5A a a2 ea 
he had obtained. One family Reece Be NA ; 1 - 
would tell another about the qual- Bee tag te as Poe poset 
ity of the goods they were getting i eee 
from him and his trade so in- ae * Se 
creased in a few years’ time that : 4 PUSS. 
his herd of cows was enlarged a ; es ms 
from twenty-five to one hundred. Build- MR. MC DONALD'S DELIVERY WAGON 
ings were erected and rebuilt, enlarged to power. In this mill house there is a gen- 
accommodate the live stock, which now in- erator, run by water power, that lights all 
cludes six hundred laying hens. Several the buildings and runs electric motors in the 
men having families are hired by the year butter factory and in other places where it 
and cottages were built for them to live in, is needed. 
and the same men stay contented year after The writer was in the butter factory, then 
year. in charge of a graduate from Cornell Uni- 

The many small orders from families for versity. The orders having been received 
butter and eggs called for boxes of different for the next day, he went to the mill and 
sizes, that could be made each day, in which made the boxes to suit the orders for butter 
to ship them. To furnish the power needed and eggs and fowl for table use. The ex- 
on his farm a dam was built across the press charges are generally no more for a 
stream and a mill house erected, to which small order for butter, if eggs or fowl are 
the water is conducted by a race. In the included in the same shipment, and so the 
mill house, or factory, is a sawmill for saw- families order what they require of the 
ing logs into boards, a planing mill and box produce of the farm shipped at the same 
machinery, all driven by turbine wheels. In _ time. 
this way the boxes are made from the lum- In the summer the boxes are made large 
ber on the farm. The grain fed is pur- enough so that the goods can be packed in 
chased in car lots and ground by water ice. Mr. McDonald’s large, canopy-covered 

Net fl. ~*~ Dae . 1 Mo. ; 

oe Se 1 i — a 

: | ee 5 | iis: 
| a ii .— =a < 

a aE AS ; ee 
i Oe nares ce aE Z “¢ 

~ is: pie 3 3 Lae ate 

THE BARN, DAIRY AND BUTTER FACTORY. 
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"a plant that, like a well-managed 
factory, runs smoothly, and pays a 

i i a ; : good dividend whether he is pres- 
ee alll al ape ent or absent; his fine country 

a ee home, lighted by electricity at nom- 
— : s inal cost, has all the modern im- 

; Greene oe provements and comforts; a force 
tee ee of men are given good homes on his 

ee Ramee ree SUR farms and are so well satisfied that 
7 Baier, aac they stay year after year; many 

: Saget et 3 . city people have been supplied with 
‘ i ; Pace eeeeeeeee, § the best the country affords at mod- 

CANS RE = erate prices,—these are among 
A STRETCH OF FARM LAND ABOUT THE HOUSE. some of the good results of Mr. McDonald’s 
delivery wagon is driven to the railroad sta- | work. 
tion five miles distant, each alternate week- i 
day, carrying two days’ produce from the "THE advantage of thus bringing the 
one hundred cows, six hundred hens, etc. consumer and producer so close to- 
Three days from the time the butter is gether is not wholly with the consumer. 
made, at the most, it is received by the con- The rural producer is bound to take a great- 
sumer. The consumer gets a better product er interest in metropolitan conditions if he 
than can possibly be furnished by the dealer is associated with them by business ties. 
who must carry goods in stock, and Mr. To make a success of his work he must 
McDonald gets all there is in the business. understand the market, he must get into 

The question will naturally arise in the occasional contact with his customers. They 
minds of many, if these innovations of sup- would benefit from knowing the kind of 
plying customers directly from the factory life that he is living, and he in turn becomes 
and farm should become more universal, broader from association with them. 
how will it affect the large class of mer- There is no doubt of the fact that to in- 
chants, dealers and middlemen? They will crease interest in our rural life, city and 
be driven into other employments, many of country must be brought closer together. 
them to working the soil, so production will The city man must be made to understand 
be increased, and the present high prices of that rural conditions mean the most won- 
country produce show that the country is derful things in the world—health, beauty, 
consuming more than it is producing. peace, comfort,—things not easily found in 
Others will work at bringing out products the tight life of high cities, and the coun- 
and permanent improvements demand- ae 
ed by a higher civilization. Trade does od i aes ae. a 
not make wealth, and when it is not Lo " Oe ee Bek Niet, 2 
needed, the country will turn the en- genau es a Re BEA Cane ie’ 
ergy so expended into other channels, i ‘ bh ee Ad ED Se Sk and the result will be more material a Ces, ak eae, APN Mer we 
comforts placed within the reach of . [i TD oa | bate eee 
more people. Every capable and a : pee as 
trained worker will find his place. This ete 
readjustment in the methods of dis- i i sh fe mum 
tribution will be so gradual that work- : ee ee 
ers will prepare themselves to meet : oe 
new conditions. = 

Some of my readers will ask about ae 
the balance sheets in Mr. McDonald’s : =e 
plan of farming and marketing his products. THE BEAUTIFULLY LOCATED MC DONALD HOME. 
It is sufficient to say that he began thirty tryman must cease to imagine that the city 
years ago with little capital, that he has is the only desirable place for brains and 
paid a large indebtedness on his farm as progress. To take advantage of opportuni- 
well as for permanent improvements worth _ ties in the country and to make the most of 
several thousand dollars ; he has established them mean the highest kind of intelligence. 
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A SFUDY OF MODERN BUILDING MATERIALS : 

A STUDY OF MODERN BUILD- | slate . tile roofs, brick, cement or tile 
a porch floors will all stand the test of time, 

ING MATERIALS and be more beautiful at the end of a cen- 
NE of the most interesting details in tury than when completed. 

O connection with home building—per- Common hard-burned brick,’ if selected 
haps the one least understood and for dark color, and laid up in Dutch or 
certainly the most important—is the Flemish bond, with half-inch joints, raked 

selection of the materials to be used in the out to a depth of a half inch, make a most 
construction of the building. There are charming exterior. No wood or stone need 
many matters to be considered in making a be used, as sills and lintels can both be 
wise selection. Americans have unfortu- formed in brick, and thus become actual 
nately too often made the cost the whole — structural ornamentations. 
consideration and have left the selection of Where one has the means and inclination 
materials entirely to the contractor. As a for a more elaborate home, the market of- 
result repairs are frequent and costly and fers an endless variety of pressed and wire- 
American homes have acquired the reputa- cut brick in every shade or color. Some of 
tion of being cheaply built. the wire-cut bricks are as beautiful in color 

The trouble is not with our artisans— and texture as the rare tapestries of the 
American carpenters, masons and other me- Orient, and it is due to the genius of the 
chanics are superior to the skilled labor of | American that we have brick which in these 
any other nationality, and it is an injustice respects has no equal even in the famous 
to hold them responsible for the deplorable buildings and ruins of Europe. 
conditions which exist. Generally, these Cement as manufactured today is inex- 
men have nothing to do with the selection pensive, and if properly erected is as per- 
of material or the methods employed in put- manent as brick. Being a new product much 
ting them together. It is the architect or experimenting has been done and many fail- 
contractor who selects the material and_ ures are the result, yet cement is surely be- 
specifies how the work shall be done, and it coming one of our principal and best build- 
is here that owners must look for changes ing materials. Cement being a good con- 
that will bring about better and more per- ductor of heat and cold cannot be used as 
manent results, a solid wall without an air space because 

In Europe the home is the proud pos- of the condensation of moisture on the in- 
session of one generation after another, side walls. The ideal cement construction 
as it is handed down from father to son. is two solid walls, side by side—with a 3-inch 
Contrast with this the houses built for our space between, and with no connection 
ancestors a generation ago; in most cases between the walls, except metal ties. Walls 
the houses have tumbled down, and when _ should be connected at top and bottom, ren- 
still standing are considered a burden to dering the space between “dead air” with 
the owner because of the expensive repairs no chance for circulation. Walls construct- 

necessary. ed in this manner will afford good insula- 
The argument is frequently made that “if tion and will be free from dampness. Age 

a house will last for twenty-five years we increases the efficiency of cement, and it is 
expect to be able then to build one larger practically impervious to the action of the 
and better.” True, but is it economy to build weather. 
the small house so cheaply that in twenty- Cement has been most unsatisfactory in 
five years it is worthless? On the contrary, this country where applied as stucco, and 
with the rapid advancement in the price of such trouble as occurs with this method is 
real estate in all sections of our country— not with the cement but the method of ap- 
the house ought to be not only worth much plication. The usual plan is to sheath with 
more than its original cost at the end of the boards the entire exterior to be stuccoed, 
period mentioned, but a charming home then apply waterproof paper and furr on 
with its interestine bits of family history top of this. Metal lath over which the 
and romance for succeeding generations. cement stucco is applied is nailed to the 

Permanent construction—houses built to furring. 
stand for a century and longer—need not This construction is not permanent. The 
cost much more than the cheap, flimsy struc- metal lath being largely exposed on the in- 
tures which today are so often being built. ner side to the action of the moisture and 

Brick or cement foundation and walls, air will last for only a few years and 
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the building paper will not long prevent the If building a home is worth doing at all 
moisture which strikes through the cement it is worth doing well, not merely because 
from affecting the wood sheathing. Noth- it’s a waste of money to build cheaply, but 
ing can withstand the force exerted by the because of the influence on the rising gen- 
swelling of the wood, and sooner or later eration of things well done—of permanent 
the cement will crack and fall off. construction standing as a monument of 

A heavy metal lath made in the form of a _ sturdiness and honesty. 
truss by expanding the metal can now be A modern term of reproach, of ignominy 
had very cheap. This lath is applied direct- or insult, one applied to whoever attains a 
ly to the studding—no sheathing being used station that he is unable to hold, or con- 
—and is plastered with cement mortar on structs a building that will not stand the 
both sides, finishing to a thickness of 2 test of time, is “mushroom growth.” 
inches to 2% inches. By actual test of sev- Nearly everyone has scorn in his heart 

eral years duration metal lath embedded in for whatever is meant for show or display 
cement in this way will not rust or cor- rather than for use, for secret fraud or in- 
rode. The expansion of the cement and competence instead of open candor and re- 
metal is practically uniform and this method liability. 
at once becomes durable and permanent. The Pyramids have been the basis of in- 

Wood is not a permanent material for ex- numerable sermons, their permanency will 
terior use; yet hand-split cypress shingles always be an inspiration to builders of 
if carefully laid and fastened with copper  puildings, builders of literature and of art. 
nails will easily last a century without ex- Because they have stood the test of time, 
pense for painting or other care. The sawed even though built apparently on a founda- 
shingle is generally short lived—25 to 50 tion of sand, they have almost attained the 
years being about the limit of its usefulness respect accorded scripture. Pilgrimages 
—and besides it requires careful attention 21. made to them from every part of the 
and considerable expense for painting. If © ld b th th it le of 
wood is to be exposed to the weather it is BONG DECAMSE WEY Aner ins OPRGSTe RC ° 
wise to use cypress. This is one of the in- mushroom growth. ji 
expensive American woods and has the Life is complicated enough without 
greatest power of resisting the action of putting ourselves to the needless task of do- 

sun and water. It can be treated with a ing everything today that was done yes- 
stain, because of its beautiful grain, or sim- tetday—it is too much like children makc- 
ply oiled—paint not being necessary to pre- ing sand houses on the shore of an ocean 
serve it. that each night erases the efforts of the day. 

Porch floors are never permanent when Kipling says that impermanency is the 
made of wood. The pitch is not sufficient dominating trait of monkeys, that they 

to drain off the water and prevent the wood build, or start to build, a home, that it is 
from becoming water-soaked; and, usually either abandoned or else falls apart. They 
being under a roof, the boards dry out make no provision for heat or cold or time 
‘very slowly, affording an excellent chance or old age, just chatter aimlessly from day 
for decay. Cement and brick are so inex- to day. Where man shows his supremacy 
pensive that either can now be laid for these over all the animal world and places him- 
outside floors. If one desires more beauty self close to the realm of the gods (the 
and can afford it, various promenade tiles eternals) is just in the matter of desire for 
are now offered, which are equally useful _ permanence, for eternal rather than for 

and permanent. passing things. 
The roof should have the most careful Man stands on the level ground between 

consideration. Slate can be had now from the animals and the gods, he travels up- 
$6.00 per square, up, and tile can be pur- ward or downward at his individual will by 
chased almost as cheap. Both of these ma- his daily, hourly, choice of whether he will 
terials are offered in various sizes, designs pleasantly, easily slip downward or whether 
and colors, so that any requirement, either he will with an effort climb upward. Now 
in price or beauty, can easily be met. the building of houses is one of the count- 

Shingles or any of the various patented less opportunities for choice in this matter 
roofings offered are not permanent, and the of making toward superior life or slipping 
life of any of these is seldom over 25 years. down to a lower plane. 
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HOUSES INSPIRED BY of building a home. In the first place to 

CRAFTSMAN IDEAS: NUMBER. S*t'fe_some practical, wise purpose in 
7 house construction, and adjust this to one’s 
THREE own needs, and then have the architect 

HERE seems to be no limit to the in- @4apt it to such conditions as must modify 

I terest our readers have shown in its development. 
these houses built from Craftsman Few of us have thought enough about 
inspiration. Already we have pub- either the philosophy or the economics of 

lished two articles on the subject, and the house building to depend upon ourselves to 
more we publish, the more letters we receive evolve a structure suited to our needs and 
saying how much help and inspiration has| comfort. When we start planning a house 
been gained from Craftsman... 
house plans. Almost every | i 
day brings us fresh photo- Be a 
graphs and floor plans which , si : 
our readers feel sure we will | jaf 
be interested in as the houses Se 4tp Nitta 
have been built up from jt iy hy es | 
Craftsman ideas, and_ the ba oF Te 
homes more or less have be- aS, ‘ i A ee: ‘ Sak. ata 

come Craftsman homes. j au tai a ao oe 
Of course these houses have ee ae ALE rere | = 

almost without exception been Pee ee | ee 
modified in the building. Very ed bce WS a [ie "io 
few have carried out the ex- Ba) A AE sl 
act plans which were sent to Biiieiceh A nine 3) | 
them from the Craftsman Bes 
drafting rooms, and so far in 
this group we have not pub- . 
lished any house put up by ; . 3 
our own Craftsman builders. In each in- THE HOME OF MISS E. C. 

stance, up to date, our plans have been put KARAS AT MEDEORD)) MESS: 
in the hands of the local architect or build- for ourselves, most of us, we think of cer- 
er and have then been adjusted to the ideas tain features of other people’s homes, which 
of the owner, the location and general con- we have liked, and we plan somehow to 

ditions. And after all this is an ideal way combine these pleasant details for ourselves 
} _ inone house. Beyond this, few 

by, gee S f “ of us have any ideal in our 
pe ee sme [eng building, any definite purpose 

7 J ae ‘ { for our architect to adhere to. 
Pe dae : . | We like the piazza of one 
ger i : i | friend, the arrangement of win- 

ik ma j 4 . dows in some house; we want 
Cao : —~ _ saa — closets Stent Seth 

a thas, and we must have a sleep- 

ea ry Se ee a Bs gat ing porch. We do not like dor- 
a ae vy Sr a So mer windows and we want a 

. bee lchye ae ey we SeS comfortable room for the maid. 
oe = saqai my §=6And so it goes. 

| fem) snujaelace P| s een We believe that to most peo- 
} ; =e | ti peu ple the value of Craftsman 

M ! # sae - Fs) house plans is that they furnish 
) a a foundation for building. They 

2 bac | eS oe set forth one definite ideal and 
mid a ms ; acs in spite of many changes in es- 

x “i ! sentials for individual needs the 

STREET VIEW OF MISS KAKAS’ HOME. ideal and purpose inherent in 
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‘Big ¥ Uy _f, 
eye . 

ben fy FASi assume qualities which they 

MIL, § AG) 2 i haven’t — achieved through 

Wie i { i a seer ~A¥ staunch living. ; W e have got 

Vj Ula 3 \\ ladle |e YQ to put character in our houses 

Be es Soe g i va to make them worthy of rank- 

cf 2m i ot 2 ing as architecture, and we 

«td | | ee have got ‘to have character in 

poe aN ‘a i z RT Lt order to put it into them. It 

el ae er ul @ is impossible for a nation to 

VE Mea ye eae | Nine live on the surface and to 
bi 4) ae En aire] oye build permanently. It is im- 

gl ane i Roast Ey) possible for a people to prate 

es 4 Fi gS mts a philosophy very long that 
Be is not resting in sane living. 

he 2 You cannot trick truth; you 

Pye So can only lose your power to 

portray her beauty. 
A As a matter of fact there 

GARDEN SIDE OF MISS KAKAS' HOUSE. is no expression of human force and devel- 

Craftsman architecture must in the long opment or of human weakness and failure 

run prevail in a house built from our plans. S° absolute and final as the architecture of 

We have known from our own experience 4 country. It is quite impossible for a man 

in the houses that we have built ourselves to build a house that is not in a way his 

that almost without exception all the own autobiography. And a nation cannot 

Craftsman buildings reveal a definiteness of hide her weakness so long as people must 

construction, a symmetry and beauty im- _ live in houses, for whatever is false, arti- 

possible where a structure is 
put up without coherence of 
design. 

It is equally true of people 
and houses that the haphaz- 

ard is never beautiful, and un- ¥ 

related detail can never pro- 

duce harmony. The beauty & 

of the great Gothic cathe- : i 7] A | 

drals is born of purpose. A a aa Z Toray ' 

series of clever disconnected - a eae Pit 

jdeas could never have pro- ae m : —e 

duced the same result. The a > Poy eg ae? 

beauty (of its kind) of our Pi = he, : 

own modern sky-scraper is Pe a on oe 

again the result of inherent ais os Se ts ? 

purpose and of vital need; ie i ae. > O 

whereas the hideous buildings ; — 

which dot our poor, mal- ; 

treated suburbs all over the " 

land are the result of the dishonesty of the LIVING ROOM, SHOWING FIRE- 

builder, and of the kinds of people who PLACE IN MISS-BAKAS’ BOUBH: 

want to live in them who must have fake ficial, vitiated, insincere in the heart will 

finery to impress their neighbors. eventually appear in the home, and the ag- 

You cannot build a house from dishon- gregation of homes is what brands the na- 

est motives and live in it in mean ways and tion as having good or bad architecture. 

expect the building to be a very impressive Very few of us indeed ever stop to think 

piece of architecture. If a house is built how utterly the architecture is born in the 

solely to sell or rent to people whose lives hearts of the people. : 

are full of pretence, it becomes an abnor- The purpose of Craftsman architecture 

mal thing, just as people do who bluff and is not to start a new “style,” to establish 
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an American architecture, to do something complete harmony with its surroundings. 
“different ;” but to achieve something worth “The main entrance is approached by 
while, to help people to build simple, com- stepping stones of white tiles to an enclosed 
fortable homes, to have places to live in porch on the north-west corner, twelve by 
suited to their income and their taste, to thirteen feet in size, which in summer is 
make it possible to have these homes per- = 
manent yet built with economy, and always FLOOR PLAN OF MISS eae 
to have them beautiful, knowing ; ; TT 
that these three attributes of archi- ——— — LNTR 
tecture—permanence, economy and in || - ES [| 
beauty—are forever closely interre- | LL ___ . 
lated. Gustav Stickley, who is the H WUTCMEN — 
originator of Craftsman architec- 7=3 oe corte | | 
ture, has just finished building his | (poise cx0 
own home in New Jersey, from |} [=== Hi Lied ea if 
his own plans, and has succeeded | fenan/VVG ROOM ie 
in proving to his own satisfac- ee = ; : 
tion how nearly a house can be tl if cos | 
made to relate to the needs of the ~ Jf = [ft DNWNC ROOM 
people who are going to live ( a Ee URS | 
in it, and also in proving that [~~ i-=== ot | Os 
the more satisfactory a build- FF=—#l__ a tT _ 
ing is as a home the more oa a ag — 
beautiful it will be as archi- ed 
tecture. ae PORCH 

One of the most charming 
houses built from Craftsman ideas LIRST FLOOR PLAN 
that has ever come to this office —————S— 
helps to illustrate this article. It was built concealed by ornamental trees and shrub- 
for Miss E. C. Kakas in West Medford, bery, affording a cozy living and dining 
Massachusetts, by Mr. J. P. Loud of Bos- room, and in winter, a sun parlor. 
ton. We feel that this house will be of “A door with windows on either side 
special interest to our readers and for this opens directly into the living room, which 
reason we are publishing in full Miss is twenty-four by fifteen feet, additional 
Kakas’ own description which she sent to floor space being given by a long bay win- 
us a few days ago. dow on the north facing the street. Four 

leaded, casement windows placed high and 
=@) UR family having shrunk to two peo- directly opposite the door on the east wall, 

ple, we found the old homestead of give ample light and air. 
fourteen rooms uncomfortably large, so we “Opening from the center of the south 
decided to build a small house in the old- wall is a passage leading to the dining room, 
fashioned orchard garden, on the southern kitchen, basement stairs and a coat closet. 
slope of the hillside facing the house. A large mirror on the left wall reflects a 

“The lot is about one hundred and fifty corner of the dining room, thus adding to 
feet square and the house was placed on the feeling of spaciousness. On the left of 
a knoll at the extreme east end. The foun- the passage is an open fireplace of common 
dation walls are forty by twenty-five feet, red brick, set in the paneling, and beyond 
leaving about fifty feet both at the front and _ it, a group of book shelves built in the wall. 
rear of the house, which faces the long In the south-west corner five steps lead to 
western slope overlooking the garden. a landing with a window facing the garden 

“The house is a frame structure boarded and turning to the left eight steps complete 
and lathed with clinton wire on furring the stairway which is hidden by the wall 
strips, rough plastered with three coats of partition. A square newel post extends 

_Atlas Portland cement, in the natural col- from the heavily beamed ceiling to the floor, 
or. The cypress trimmings are stained with a screen of two by two balusters, 
brown, and the blinds painted green. The above a four-foot buttress to the wall, par- 

sloping roof follows the line of the hill, tially hiding the stairs. Between this stair- 
thus giving the house the distinction of way and the passage,a long wood box, form- 
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| J eee : es = i Fy Re The woodwork is’ stained in 
| eo J) Gi walnut sufficiently light in tone 
| he ae <n : SoS a 7 > “fa to bring out the beautiful qual- 

oa ne i ca ey Pe ities in the grain of the wood. 
| Ss ‘ \ & = @ ‘The floors are slightly stained 
me “la ee sara ae Seq to harmonize with the general 
Poe. Pog ek Meee tone of the rooms. 
os it | PRN ae “The dining room is  thir- 
- rf re ie | y= teen-cight by sixteen-two feet, 
Pee : and is lighted on the south by 
aS i; A two windows and a plant win- 

ey Ta dow on the west which is two 
" at 1 a mt a feet deep, six feet wide, and 

oo Bie ros rte cacinene one ; 2 sists ‘ Ss open- 
i ing out,and the shelf is tiled 
SS Bt with dark green Grueby tiles. 

: i The walls of this room are per- 
: ae manently covered with a soft 
ARO silver-green book linen, panel- 

THE SOME. OF MES. WALTER VAN -DUYN ed with four and one-half inch 
ing a seat, is an interesting struc- 
tural feature of the room. In the " 
wall at the back of the wood box, = ol 
is a paneled door opening from “> 
the basement stairs through which aa rf 
wood is brought in. : a Ff 

“The room is wainscoted to the a se. | F 

top of the window architraves | =] f 
with matched boards of North pene ee \ 

Carolina pine nine inches wide, me. < | i E 
rabbeted top and bottom with a a 3 he 
beveled base and a_ three-inch * a ae hee 
plate shelf above. The ceiling is ee Fg Eat . ‘ 
furred up between the three-inch a ay) 
floor joists of southern pine, and is 1s . ; 
finished with rough cast plaster, J : 
as is also the frieze above the plate 
shelf. This is tinted a soft yel- ss 
low giving the effect of sunlight. : 

SHOWING CHARMING FIRE- 
Spaces Sa ern ee Soe ers PLACE FITTINGS AND FURNISH- 

be 2 — - es oe: INGS IN THE LIVING ROOM 

OF MRS. VAN DUYN’S HOUSE. 

* itu, casings of North Carolina pine, 
stained bronze green. The ceiling 

be  s é a and frieze are rough plastered in 
Ee See ve deep rich cream above a six-inch 

‘ fy s rail with a three-inch molding 
aid s | bl = carried around the room above the 

_ ¥ -) windows. In the north-west cor- 
- ; ~ - ner is a large old-fashioned china 

‘ : closet fitted with drawers and 
cupboards. A swinging door on 
the south-east corner leads into a 

- jy ~=sweelll-lighted service pantry, con- 
f = necting directly with the kitchen. 

INTERESTING WOODWORK IN THE HALLWAY. “The kitchen is a practical room, 
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HOUSES INSPIRED BY CRAFTSMAN IDEAS 

fifteen by ten feet in size. The a 

room is lighted by two mullion [ ee 
windows set above the slate y ee — 
sink, which is three feet six = i ee _ cas 
inches by twenty-one inches aed - eee aaa ae 
and set twenty-eight inches | | Late 
from the floor. The sink is BS7* (ii Ue FT R , " 
flanked on one side by a large fm bd. F Se se cca 
grooved draining shelf and on P| i uf if 
the other by a counter with |] pig ath ( Lo 
cupboards three feet high, thus [J aay TT de i 
obviating any stooping. Open y | ; 
shelves on the north wall, be- : an 1) : 
tween the sink and the gas , % ss : 
range, and three cleats with tag tN ‘ 
hooks hold the kitchen utensils. y 
A cabinet, on a line with the er 1 
sink at the other end, contains 
the cooking materials. On the opposite side DINING ROOM IN MRS. VAN DUYN’S HOUSE. 
stands the table and chair beside the radia- lighted laundry on the south-east which 
tor. The walls are wainscoted in tiled Sani- opens directly into the clothes yard. The 
tas to the chair rail and painted above. The basement wails are built of field’ stone with 
finish is natural hard pine, varnished. deep-pointed joints. Under the back porch 

“A large entry with broom closet, shelves, is a large closet containing all the garden 
refrigerator, table and chair, leads to the tools. 
back porch. “There are three bedrooms. The largest, 

“An oak stairway leads to the basement over the dining room, has four straight walls 
landing which opens directly on the garden. and three large closets, utilizing the space 
At the left of this door four steps lead to under the slope of the roof. An alcove over 
the owner’s workshop and studio, which is the porch contains three high casement win- 
sheathed in common barn boards to the ceil- dows, which, with two windows on the 
ing and stained a soft gray, as is also the north and one on the east, give full circu- 
hard pine floor. At the right of the land- lation of air and plenty of light. 
ing four steps lead into the cellar which “The bathroom is entered from this 
contains the hot water heater and coal bins chamber and the hall is wainscoted in can- 
and is partitioned off into a large storeroom vas, painted with three coats of white en- 
under the front porch, a cold storage closet amel paint, and finished by a plain rail four 
on the north, a servants’ bath and a well- feet from the floor. The woodwork is 

painted white and the walls a 
r soft yellow. There is a built-in 

y medicine or bottle closet, shelved 
Lp from the ceiling to the floor. 

i. yo F “The hall contains an extra 
aS EE Be an large linen closet with open 

| , ‘ sil Sal i . shelves and hanging cleats. The 
; : hi E ga) hall walls are covered with nat- 

Hide ite oi ural burlap and the chambers 
I HE a | m | are papered with a small figured 

2 1, if | _ two-toned paper of the same pat- 
, } 2 ' ‘}} tern, using yellow for the north 

" L } | i M fie Chamber, blue in the south-east, 
IE and écru in the south-west room. 

mL “The house was evolved from 
wt ‘ Wet long and careful study of the 
V ‘ i. Craftsman designs and planned 
ee oe in every detail to meet our own 
ae requirements. 

INTERESTING CONSTRUCTION AND FINISH OF STAIRWAY. “The architectural drawings 
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HOUSES INSPIRED BY CRAFTSMAN IDEAS 

were formulated and perfected Ej from the Craftsman shops. It is 
by Mr. Joseph P. Loud, archi- + [zit especially interesting over the 
tect, Boston, whose friendly Deis pop CA bricks in the fireplace which are 
help made practical and real the CO x14-e" hard burned and laid in with black 
house of our dreams.” | ; | cement. As for the colors of the 

| tA ll outside, the shingles are brown 

a Gini second house which we ] f} and the roof green, and the effect 
are showing in this article J feet [| is singularly good in the fifty foot 

and which we consider of prac- lot where it is placed, both against 
tical. value and interest both in ae | the green background of summer 

‘ SSS eee i ; and the cooler tones of winter. 
Pc are meee | WA be aN “All through the lower floor 
II! yo i od Sear (O) a the woodwork is quarter-sawed 
mI i flee | [pool ALL ana) oak with mission finish and the 
Ih ot \ i | 4 Besttiveg) walls are finished with -plaster, 
i Westies = r Sy Ne tinted green in the living room, 

Le a 1 i { pele in ie as and a polden 
OMRTAA] bivi|g ts iH i | brown in the dining room. he 

re Wome a powseed Costes ceilings throughout are of a soft 
ee le “HALL 1} Distt oora ff] cream and the floors are oak. Up- 

rot ok yy Wo US eS Bipele } stairs all the woodwork is fin- 
I " I 1 tt oe bance L eee dbeeend ished with white enamel and the 
I ee Sty i | pee 1! it i doors are of birch. The bath- 

Po Hl) HL fbn eee i " { 
Lt a 

an - s < Sa ii 
hero i +: | 
eet b  WeEReeet poms. ||| | 

| ee Severs PANT ao a tT — tC DUYN’S yyy 

Belts : HOUSE. 1] i peaor | 

a ATAU | 
2 ee | ~ — | | | | 

Hythe 

MRS. VAN DUYN’S HOUSE: sss il il! ! a ik 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN. 4 Ee ie rt oS BS 

design and furnishing was built | ll ll BL storrs | 

in Springfield, Illinois, for Mrs. CAAMBER | jf Sie se re 
Walter S. Van Duyn. It seems WS 1S L ——— 
to us that the pictures of the ex- +f 1 4 et) O15 

terior showing the brick and li sae m Ser ee! | 

shingle, also the interior with the #2? See ALL i EY 
plain walls and exposed con- jig foal PP cl 
struction, embody attend 1 E] te a ay we 
principles in a most effective. #¥=——1 "6219 1 Sa: 
way. We are very pleased with 4 te joo - | 
the opportunity of presenting it §lj i Sr 
to our readers. CHAMBER qual a) CHAMBER | 

Mrs. Van Duyn writes as fol- | (Soreness | Caan q| eerie 
lows: ; || 0-4 11-S 

“Yes, we built a Craftsman 
house. It was finished five years | 
ago this last March; two of your [+-=———— aaa — fF] 
plans were combined by the a sey amie 
architect who used the elevation of one and SECOND FLOOR PLAN. 
the floor plans of another, and we are de- room, of course, is white enamel with a 
lighted with the result which is very gen- tiled floor. The cost of this house was be- 
erally admired. All of our ideas for fitting tween five and six thousand dollars.” 
were taken from THe CrarrsMAn. The It is well worth glancing at the floor 
copper hood shown over the fireplace came plans of Mrs. Van Duyn’s house in order to 
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A VACATION IN A MOTOR CAR 

understand how admirably the space is ar- of a mountain hotel, discussing the latest 
ranged, how comfort is first of all con- eccentricities of art and literature, embroi- 
sidered and yet how homelike and attrac- der table centers, or playing croquet on the 
tive the result is. The room shown in the lawn, then let us leave them to their own 
photograph seems completely and perma- particular form of happiness. But for those 
nently beautiful, equally rich and simple, who are really seeking the deep, refreshing 
dignified and friendly, a home in the fullest draught of nature, the peace of long 
sense of the word. That Mrs. Van Duyn _ stretches of sand and sky, the friendship of 
gives THE CRAFTSMAN such generous credit the woods or the invigoration of sweet 
for the inspiration of her beautiful home is mountain air, away from the nerve-rack- 
a matter of very genuine pride to us. ing confusion, the worry and discomfort 
A VACATION IN A MOTOR that infests the usual summer resort,—for 

those, if they have at their disposal that 
CAR modern blessing—a motor car—the vacation 

OR. the average business man and problem has found a practical and joyful 

k woman, especially those whose days Solution. - . i 
are spent within the chafing confines For with this means of locomotion at 
of some overpopulated city, the va- hand one is no longer confined to the 

cation is such a rare and treasured period beaten path. A trusty car, a good road, the 
that the right spending of it is a problem of right companions, a few serviceable clothes, 

no littleimportance. That particular fortnight @ favorite book perhaps, a camera, and a 
on the calendar takes on a peculiar signifi- lunch basket equipped for picnics in the cool 
cance, quite apart from the other fifty weeks teen of the woods or beside lake or sea, 
of the year, and plans are laid and pieasures and there is no end to the pleasant possibili- 

anticipated long in advance. There are so_ ties before one. f 1 
many wonderful places to choose from, so What could be more restful ae oa 
many delightful ways in which this coveted tives down winding country ne t rug) 

reward of industry may be spent, that one Sleepy villages, past scattered farms, be- 
is fairly bewildered by the variety. Moun- Side fern-fringed brooks and hile aunat 
tain, shore and country all lure one with OF along the breezy mountainside? What 
such beckoning invitation, nature in all her Pictures could be more wonderful than the 
summer guises holds out such fragrant Vatying lights and shadows of the passing 

promises of pleasure or peace, that it seems foliage, the changing colors of the meadow 
impossible sometimes to decide which call grasses, the blues and purples of the distant 
has the most insistence: hills? What city fare could taste more appe- 

Finally, however, the choice is made and tizing than the simple food eaten with such 

the day approaches, and, in the pleasurable Télish from a green turf table by the road- 
excitement of the moment, one forgets the side or on some broad slab or rock beside 
inevitable drawbacks, annoyances and dis- 2 bubbling spring? What florist’s hothouse 
comforts which always seem to mar even blossoms could be as lovely as the ree 
the most joyous holiday,—drawbacks which flowers that oe to be had for the picking 
are often apt to balance or outweigh the de- along the way? And what expensive oy 
lights. Yet in spite of this fact an over- suite could offer such welcome hospi ity 

worked and worried humanity takes its va- 48 @ room in some little country inn @ f 
cation each successive year with undaunted Any attempt to enumerate the ccleny G 
courage though doubtful wisdom. such a. mode of traveling a ie te : 

But perhaps, after all, this wisdom should tS agi ate anaes tS Oeeea i Paes é ion, for’surely people But those who have once ed 
not be called in question, Or" - ty ing freedom, breathed its spirit of adven- 

know what they like? And if they really ture, drawn new courage and inspiration 

enjoy the exhilaration of the much Pa from the contact with the big, generous na- 
tronized excursion, the incessant buzz of A ture world from which most of us have 

popular resort, the wild, hilarous amuse- wandered so far; those who have found 

ments along the boardwalk, the fashionable what an ineffable relief such a real holiday 
dress parade, the crowded beach and surf, can bring them in contrast to the tiresome 

then by all means let them seek that highly “attractions” of the average summer re- 
civilized section of the shore. Or if they sort, will need no assurance of the value of 
prefer to sit in rocking chairs on the porch the motor car. 
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A FELLOWSHIP IN DRAMATIC COMPOSITION AT HARVARD 

But perhaps it is really the children who in a pastoral as welt as spectacular way, 
would appreciate it most, for in this way that it is poetical as well as vigorous, that 
they would at least enjoy a maximum of _ it has attractive “bits” as well as illimitable 
freedom—their sweetest and most coveted expanses. He has done much to dignify 

possession! The wholesomeness of long Western art and to bring Western beauty 

days in the open air; the charm of new to Eastern eyes. 
scenes, new flowers, new playgrounds and THE MACDOWELL RESIDENT FELLOW- 
new pleasures ; the joy of bracing winds, the SHIP IN DRAMATIC COMPOSITION 
fun of picnics, woodland rambles, explora- HE Student Fund Committee of the 

tions, and perhaps the gathering of wild TT MacDowell Club of New York City has 
berries for a juicy dessert; the fascination of offered for 1911-12 a fellowship in dra- 
fishing or of wading in the stream,—all  jyatic composition with a stipend of $600. 

these and many more adventures would The conditions of the Fellowship are as 
surely be an irresistible appeal to any child! fgotlows: it is to be assigned to a student 

And in those few weeks of an out-door va- jn dramatic composition (the work now 

cation might be garnered a store of child-  cajted English 47) and not for work in the 
hood’s happiest memories. history of the drama, though the holder of 

the Fellowship may be required to take 
CEA cere _ courses in that subject. The MacDowell 
WE have used for our frontispiece this Fellowship is intended for some person 

month a photograph of the great whose means will not permit work at Har- 
Western landscape painter whose death in yard or Radcliffe without this aid. All ap- 
April of this year is a loss to the entire  plicants for English 47 for 1911-12 must 
art world of America. Mr. Keith began file with Professor Baker, by August first, 
painting the great lakes of California be- an original play. Those among the appli- 
fore any of our painters had thought Amer-  cants who are also candidates for the Fel- 
ica possible to paint, and were rushing away lowship should in submitting their manu- 
to France, Holland, Italy for inspiration. script give a full statement of the reasons 

Although we claim Keith as an American for their candidacy. Though one-act plays 
he was born in Scotland, in 1839. But he may be offered for admission to the course, 
came to New York as a little lad, working the MacDowell Fellowship will not be as- 
with engravers’ tools until 1859, when he — signed to any one submitting a play of less 
went to California and began his art in its than three acts. Not more than one play 
biggest sense. may be handed in by each contestant. Can- 

Keith was a creator of Western art, didates, on entering the competition, and at 
or rather he was the first to understand the any time thereafter when called upon, must 
splendid glowing beauty of that region and give Professor Baker such information as 
to transfer it to canvas. There are schools shall show their entire good faith and that 
of Western art today, but they all owe the the plays offered are solely the work of the 
beginning of the work to the open-eyed, persons submitting them. The name of the 
open-hearted Scotchman who needed no writer of the best manuscript submitted in 
predecessor and who was the pioneer for competition for the Fellowship will be sent 
hundreds. to the Chairman of the Student Fund Com- 

He has interpreted Western oaks so that mittee of the MacDowell Club, who will in- 
their form and beauty are now understood vestigate the character and previous work 
and generally loved. He has shown them of the candidate. If the Chairman is sat- 
glowing with the rich color of midday sun, isfied with the investigation, the candidate 
under tender deepening evening light, and will be named as holder of the Fellowship. 
expanding brightening sunrise. He has The purpose of the Fellowship is to aid 
literally made portraits of them as they persons who have already done dramatic 
stood solitary in open fields or grouped work of promise, but who need some tech- 
closely in groves. And he has managed to nical training to get their desired results. 
infuse them with a spirit so alive, so un- The Fellowship is open to students in dra- 
mistakable that whoever once sees a pic- matic composition in either Harvard or 
ture of oaks painted as he has loved to Radcliffe. Manuscripts, with return charges 
paint them regards all oaks forever after in stamps, should be sent by express to 
with more interest. Professor G. P. Baker, Boulder Farm, 

He has proven that the West is paintable Madison, N. H. 
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ALS Ik KAN - club meetings, of their theatrical peso 
ances, of the public debate and of the splen- 

A HIGH SCHOOL WORTH KNOWING | giq oportaniny for development in the gym- 
ABOUT nasium. Some architect will recall that he 

MONG the books that have come to had his first inspiration for designing houses 
us for review, few have brought us there, and another man will remember how 
greater pleasure than the Polytech- his mechanical bent was there developed, 

nic Student, published by the stu- and how his success in life came to him 
dents of the Polytechnic High School of through learning to think out in school 

Los Angeles. This pamphlet of 150 pages those particular mechanical problems. And 
is a presentation not only of the school the girls will remember their chance for 
work during the past year but of the pur- strength from basket-ball, baseball and 
pose of the school work during all years. tennis. And sometimes husband and wife 
There are interesting articles in it by the who graduated in the same class will sing 
students, and there is a resumé of school together the good old college music, and they 
work as well as suggestions for the future. will congratulate each other that they left 
It is not only interesting intrinsically be- school with their brain not merely a store- 

cause of the material it presents, but is a house of facts but an excellent working 

most beautiful piece of book-making, in exchange of useful knowledge, and that 
printing, make-up and color-scheme. Every they also brought away from school bodies 
page is well planned. There is always some- and souls strengthened for the big battles 
thing of interest given and it is charmingly of life—which are more than likely not to 
expressed, The cover is unique and worth be intellectual. 
the consideration of publishers of both mag- The pictures of the boys and girls who 
azines and books. It is extremely simple, have stood first in athletics are full of in- 
of a rich brown fiber paper. The single terest in this book, for the young people 
decoration is in poster effect, in red, brown have a fresh, radiant expression which 
and blue. The decorative figure is of a means health and outdoor exercise. Hap- 
student of the Middle Ages poring over an _pily for the women who graduate from this 
open volume. The combination of color is school the girls share with the boys all the 
excellent and the design well suited to the best athletic opportunities, and this must 
cover and text matter. mean much also in their mental growth. 

The inside of the book is designed with Of course there is a class poet who does 
the utmost care and artistic skill. There delightful rondelets; in fact there is more 
are very interesting pages of illuminated than one, and there is an excellent class 
text and stories and poems set in illuminated poem. This high school seems to have ne- 
margins. Practically all the letter press glected no department of usefulness for the 
is set up with illuminated initials. The boy and girl learning to think. It is a place 
paper on which the book is printed is a rich for right living, for the growth of whole- 
heavy cream-coated stock and the printing some social interest, for the best bodily de- 
is done in a warm brown ink. velopment, a place in which to find wisdom 

We understand from the editor of the and to develop muscle. 
book that the illustrations as well as the THE CRAFTSMAN would like to suggest 
reading matter are all the work of the stu- that high schools throughout the country 
dents. If so, the school is indeed to be send to the editor of the Student, Mr. J. F. 
congratulated. Weston, for a copy of this interesting 

One department that greatly interested pamphlet, or rather for several copies, for 
Tue CRAFTSMAN contained pictures of the distribution in their schools. It is well worth 
class of 1911, and a more intelligent, alert, studying to find out that there is such a 
happy group of students it has never been sensibly conducted school in America, and 
our good fortune to see. And we could not the proof of the excellence of the school 
help but think how proud these same young _ is in the little book itself; for boys and girls 
people will be as they grow up to look back who are not learning to think, who are not 
at this valuable book, to have it in their really interested in the good things of the 
library for the pleasure of their own remin- early days of their life,.could not design a 
iscences and for the joy of their children. book so tastefully, so full of potent sug- 
How it will recall to them the happiness of gestion, so fine a testimonial to their school 
these really good school days, of their glee- life. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

BOOK REVIEWS more or less negative. It is well regulated, 
THE LEGACY: BY MARY S. WATTS well restrained. She is constantly con- 

Eh ii aad littl trolled by her very restricted idea of good 
fea Ames ee Bee 80 es breeding. Nevertheless, on every hand the 

ei tea a eee iterature that drama and tragedy of existence centers 
many vi : won h SS Over a about her, and she becomes the force which 

6 hope roi One hee etown ariters animates all lives radiating out from hers. 
i Brown. * ° The st is divided into four books. 

seem not only to fear the expression of The characters do “ict fet ‘ap and bow to 
fresh, native philosophy in their work, but you at the end of each book. Nothing is 
are even timorous of American subjects.  {,,, : : ; ed. The people come and go through 
And if New York or the Middle West or the atioes ee and ee ceepert 

in Fai Const ints wp Serving 8 2 ey ay ie i enowpsed tig , - 
handled in imitation of successful French or Dae easy: saan sequen, ant yal atch 

ae to remove the stain of them with a reticent delight as you would 
Sree ns . study your own neighbors and friends. 

See gare) peel at ihe jas From the point of view of one who has 

novel since Theodore Dreiser’s “Sister Car- ieddl end Teviewed many, stories int the pest 
rie,” which even London recognized the few years, “The Legacy” is the most com- 
flavor of: “The Legacy,” by Mary Watts plete, masterful, inevitable presentation of 

of -egacy,” by . » a definite period i American civiliza- 
comes in for review and proves to be worth Ron, se Tae ae st that. eae ae 

: : , , , 
ei ee a peene one proulit give Ny ae if we except “A Certain Rich Man” and the 

Ns fe | or Ben y oh € Nau- pook already mentioned by Mr. Dreiser. 
ae ee - “the MMi 4 aia Week After reading it ect will wait with eager- 
a : ; ness for Mary S. Watts’ next excursion into 

mio quapaton, yt waa one mothe soe of our newer people A : . : also you remember that she has written an- 

ns oe cht ar faut lean, othr story aed "Nathan Bahan yu sm, D fl ; 
into mere caricature. She knows her peo- ie ees (rublished Sauce 
ple and her civilization by heart, and she $1.50 t.) DANY. S94 Pages. oF Tee 
handles both with a fine sincerity and most SOR 
exquisite humor. She is neither a photog- ROBINETTA: BY KATE DOUGLAS WIG- 
rapher nor a realist nor an ideaiist. She GIN, MARY AND JANE FINDLATER 
simply knows the life. Then, the people AND ALLAN McAULEY 
are born and grow up as they must in the 0 popular collaborators have given 
environment which she furnishes. They us another delightful love-story with 

_ one and all possess the vices of their virtues an old-world setting. A plum-tree and a 
and the virtues of their vices, and out of — little old woman whom it benevolently sup- 
both conditions the individual character de- plies with jam form the nucleus around 
velops, related inevitably to others of the which are gathered the rest of the people 
pees pH yet oeering, too, as essential and the plot—if plot it can be called. The 
er soneh by nay Msist, exquisite, irrepressible youth of Robinetta « awd . 2 . 
eee io ee en aia herself, whose American manners are such 

acter dominates the Book for she is a * _ the patients of he sera Fe , : : : spectable English aunt, gives the tale such 
woman without especial beauty or unusual sreshiness and biiovaneythat haedt 
education, without any rare gifts, without he ee 1 ‘te ancy a sit ah . ae 
money or interesting opportunity; yet quite 2° oer at tne PApleity wae whitch. the 
unconsciously, as far as she is concerned, inevitable young London lawyer succumbs 
she overtops her environment. She domi- her charms. The few but cleverly 
nates her friends and her relatives, yet sketched characters with their amusing ec- 
never for a moment is she out of the pic- centricities, and the contrast between Amer- 

ture. She could only be vivid and flourish ican and English ways and viewpoints, give 
in the country that produced her and sur- opportunities for humorous and_ kindly 
rounds her. Her attitude toward life is satire which the authors have utilized with 
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enchantay See (Published by Hough- man would be likely to do, Judith “balls up” 
ton Mifflin Co., Boston and New York. 330 her own life in the most futile and silly 
pages. Price $1.10 net.) fashion because she is annoyed that her hus- 
RUST: A PLAY IN FOUR ACTS: BY band does not understand her. (Published 
ey opti TASSIN by poo ices fon) Co., New York. 

a rule nowadays when a young man 17? Pages. Frice, $1.00. 
A starts out to write a play, Deecedly if THE WEAVERS: BY GERHART 
he is a young American, an author of some HAUPTMANN 
standing, he has some definite purpose in play so tremendous in significance 
writing it, some ideal to uphold, some phi- A written so simply, so without affecta- 
Oe ees a“ oe condition tion of any description is a rare contribu- 

this sort of purpose which makes a play ot eo great a play as “Lhe” Weevere” so great a play a 2 
a book worth writing. We have grown, Chen neict been eaten in Atiedea’ at At 
those who think least among us, to expect often on the continent. As you begin the 
ee an ois in : play, ee ac- very barren dialogue between the group of 
a e h e end, something Proven. weavers waiting to be paid it seems almost 
E it er “women should have the votes, or incredible that such simple words, handled 
egenciee core te be piuianie or ee could carry such a tre- 
‘daug have a different educa- mendous burden of tragedy. And when the 
ale In hae a is full of amazing tragedy reaches its height there is never any 
sae ee problems to be solved, superfluity of words, there is never any 

all of which are worth putting on the elaboration of method. And the inevitabil- 
stage, providing that in the drama in ity of the tragedy is felt almost as soon 2> 
ba oe oe ane prog- pe oain is up. There is nothing done to 

m human na- make you t 
ture is presented, balanced, logically devel- Dheissizer, whe eee ie ave ten a 
wate Meet the pomeloey is ae and et anything unusually cruel, and the people do 

he climaxes o e play result from right not show an toms of liati 
psychology, and that the final climax of all they are ouderpatd by itn, They ore eather 
an eee ta ad author canted has ae frightened and helpless. And yet Fate is 

: hing y. mere cross-section of moving about over the stage, fettering the 
life with a lot of characters moving violent- chances of life of this complacent person, 
z bile oe Se ae foeete up pee for the possibility of 

Ve a etter living for t! " 
people essentially unrelated, each one striv- The situstons ore tobe ae and the 
ing to express his personality, a chance col- people put in them. It is because the peo- 
ene who in real life could ple are of the particular kind that Haupt- 

te. mann writes of that the situations come 
se are ae Has a about. pg writer is not building up the cli- 

y, ast. max. ate is building. Each one who 
ee ee a mnie of ioe speaks, each one who takes a place in the 

ane id ann seh athe a teh drama is essential, and the result of the final 
a ” Rae (hether handice G8Al ihe terrible attack upon the house of the man- 

point of view of a realist or a satirist it is Bory the Gestritetion of every ine Hic lies hard to sey.) that womerl cannot belkanen it the way of these down-trodden and gentle 

tented, at least some women, with the pure- people is appara, ie such aie ene Es 
ly social world, that there are women who He ae evappalling in real lite: Lhe 
either want work of their own or knowledge 947 WHO has never spoken above a whisper 
of their husband’s work to keep up interest during his life shoots down the people whom 
in life. But this theme never develops. he was hardly conscious of being oppressed 
You find at the end of the play the husband by. And still the conversation between the 
is still bewildered when Judith, the wife, people goes on in the quiet monotonous al- 

speaks of her interest in work. And instead most dull way in which the story com- 
of proving that she has the judgment either mences. And at the end an economic revo- 
to work or to appreciate what an intelligent lution has been accomplished. 
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The scene is laid among the wretched, political, social and hygienic aspects, but 
poor Sicilian weavers, back in the forties, a throughout the book along each of these 
place and condition known little except to lines he has offered suggestions and _out- 
those who have been born in the country lined working plans as to how the difficul- 
and forced to understand its conditions. Al- ties and dangers of the situation may be 
though Hauptmann went away from his na- met or avoided. 
tive town of Salzbrunn and attended an art The national and international phases of 
school at Breslau, and later universities in the movement, and the Commission on 
Berlin and Jena, he seems never to have Country Life; the contrast and comparison 
forgotten conditions in his own land and between city and country people; the de- 
their need of readjustment. (Published by cline in rural population and the resulting 
B. W. Huebsch, New York. 148 pages. “abandoned farms;”. the reclamation, res- 
Price, $1.00 net; by mail, $1.08.) ervation and irrigation of land; agriculture 
THE DWELLER ON THE THRESH- in the public schools, with outlines of a 

OLD: BY ROBERT HICHENS State educational plan; woman’s contribu- 

L. is difficult to exactly characterize this tion to the country-life movement; com- 
latest romance of Robert Hichens’. You unity life in the open country; the labor 

are told by the publishers that “with all the question and remedies ; the problem of me 

strangeness of the story Hichens’ writing middleman ;” county and local fairs,—al 
makes it seem natural and entirely within these and many more sides of the move- 
the field of possibility.” The impression on ment are discussed in a practical and inter- 

the reviewer was quite the reverse. The ¢sting way. . 
story is well.done and all the people are pos- - There is one point about the whole matter 
sible in certain phases of rather dull Eng- that seems as significant as it is encourag- 
lish life, but you do not quite understand 18; and that is, as Professor Bailey sy 
whether the young curate is definitely try- the fact that the movement is really a vol- 
ing to injure the man who has been his untary one. | The interest in country life, 

friend and idol, or whether fate is merely he writes, “is gradually assuming shape as 
readjusting conditions for them and he has @ voluntary movement outside of Sot 
actually learned the ways of his master, or ent, as It properly should do. It should 
whether it is all in the portrayal of another be in the best sense a popular movement; 

realm. And in any case it is rather irritat- for if it is not a really popular movement, 

ing that all the mistakes of one man should it_can have little vitality, and exert little 

be repeated in a younger man, and that both effect on the mass of the people. As it gets 
people should be injured in the process, and 9 motion, certain things will crystallize for 

that even the harmless wife should some- the Government to do; and governments 

how seem to be made to suffer through con- will do them. : 
ditions over which she had no control. Lady _, AS regards the necessity for present ac- 
Sophia is little more than a manikin in the #0”, he says: “It is perfectly apparent that 
tale, proud of her husband, the Rev. Mar- the fundamental need is to place effectively 

cus Harding, and then falling in love with educated men and women into the open 

the curate, 1s repulsed and shares in the country. All else depends on this. No 

general unhappiness of the end of the story. formal means can be of any permanent avail 
(Published by The Century Co., New York. until men and women of vision and with 

273 pages. Price, $1.10 net.) ee minds oe hand a tea 
. - . 7x plans in an orderly way.” (Published by 

aoe tine, aoe ee ree The me Company, New York. 220 

“pPuE country-life movement,” as Pro- Fh cn cs ori BY DR 
fessor Bailey says, “is the working- CHARLES ALEXANDER EASTMAN : 

out of the desire to make rural civilization oe * . h 

as effective and satisfying as other civiliza- 1% this book Dr. Eastman has painted the 
tion,” and in the present volume he has! religious life of the American Indian as 

taken up the several phases of this impor- 3t was before the white man came and left 

tant subject in a clear and practical way. his mark upon him. An Indian speaks for 
Not only has he discussed the movement the first time in history of things generally 

from the general and the individual pomts held by his people as too sacred to be ut- 

of view, and considered it in its economic, tered in speech, and the same eloquent, 
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Co., New York. Illustrated. 119 pages. charm and sustained interest. (Published 
Price $2.00.) by The Macmillan Company, New York. 
THE DOOR BEAUTIFUL lilustrated. 330 pages. Price, $1.50.) 

nee who appreciate the possibilities BOOKS RECEIVED 
for beauty which are so apt to be “Optimos:” By Horace Traubel. Pub- 

neglected or overlooked in the entrance to lished by B. W. Huebsch, New York. 
both the home and its rooms, will be inter- Frontispiece photograph by Clarence H. 
sted in a tastefully bound booklet, illus- White. 371 pages. Price $1.50 net. 
trated with pictures of Morgan Doors. “The Diamond :” By W. R. Cattelle. Pub- 

Exterior and interior doors of many dif- lished by John Lane Company, New York. 
ferent designs are shown, in birch, oak and Profusely illustrated. 433 pages. Price 
ash. Doors for the living rooms, solidly $2.00 net; postage, I5c. ° 

made, simple in line and pleasing in grain; “Grover Cleveland: A Record of Friend- 
bedroom doors with full length mirrors; ship:’ By Richard Watson Gilder. Pub- 
sanitary bathroom doors; terrace and Dutch lished by The Century Company, New 

doors, and Craftsman doors with small York. 28 full-page illustrations from’ pho- 
glass panes set in the top to match the little tographs. 270 pages. Price $1.80 net; 
sidelight on either hand. There is, in fact, postage, 12c. ' 
a substantial friendliness about the various “A Paradise in Portugal :” By Mark Sale. 
designs that is as charming as it is prac- Published by The Baker & Taylor Com- 
tical. pany, New York. 168 pages. Price $1.00 

“The door is such a prominent detail of net. 
the building,” the booklet tells us, “that the “Wandering Ghosts:” By. F. Marion 

owner can: well afford to give very serious Crawford. Published by The Macmillan 
consideration to the selection. The ar- Company, New York. Frontispiece. 302 
tistic effect of an otherwise ideal interior is pages. Price $1.25 net. 
very often ruined because of doors in dis- “The Gleam:” By Helen R. Albee. Pub- 

cord with the architectural motif. The most ished by Henry Holt & Company, New 
elegant finishing of a house can be cheap- York. 312 pages. Price $1.35 net. 
enedy and the house made to look shabby by “Trevor Lordship :” By Mirs. Hubert Bar-' 

the use of flimsy, badly-made doors.” clay. Published by The Macmillan Com- 
This statement is certainly no exaggera- pany, New York. 389 pages. Price $1.20 

tion, and the majority of the designs and pet, 
the quality of workmanship which the il- “The Colonel’s Story :” By Mrs. Roger A. 

lustrations of this little book display show Pryor. Published by The Macmillan Com- 

that much careful thought and artistic feel- pany, New York. 387 pages. Price $1.20 
ing has gone into the making of the Mor- net, 
gan Door. (Published under the _super- “Miss Livingston’s Companion: A Love 
vision of the J. Walter Thompson Co., for Story of Old New York:” By Mary Dillon. 
Morgan Company, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 48 Published by The Century Company, New 

pages. ) York. 434 pages. Price $1.30 net. 

WHILE CAROLINE WAS GROWING: BY “The Lever:” a Novel: By William Dana 
JOSEPHINE DASKAM BACON Orcutt. Published by Harper & Bros., 

M&:: Bacon has never written any New York. 319 pages. Price $1.50 net. 
thing better than this book—noth- “The Dweller on the Threshold:” By 

ing quite so good. It is brimming with Robert Hichens. Published by.The Cen- 

the sweet spirit of unspoilt childhood, tury Company, New York. 273 pages.. 

and appeals to the heart by its deep hu- Price $1.10 net. 

manity and the mind by the way in which ; ——_ 

it is expressed—writers of uninvolved Eng- Eprror’s Note: We regret that through 

lish. are too rare nowadays! There is a the confusion of correspondence a poenr 

simplicity in expression combined with a was attributed to Robert Louis Stevenson, 

rare insight into life’s more placid subtleties in the July number, which was written by 

that makes this story of a little girl and the Mrs. Roscoe P. Conkling on the fly leaf of 

people around her a winning tale of fresh  Stevenson’s “Child’s Garden of Verses.” 
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